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1 FRAMES 

It stems to me that the ingredients of most theories both in 
Artificial Intelligence and in Psychology have been on the whole too 
minute, local, and unstructured to account •• either practically or 
phenomenologically -- for the effectiveness of common-sense thought. The 
'chunks* of reasoning, language, memory, and "perception" ought to be 
larger and more structured; their factual and procedural contents must be 
more intimately connected in order to explain the apparent power and speed 
of mental activities. 

Similar feelings seem to be emerging in several centers working on 
theories of intelligence. They take one form in the proposal of Papert and 
myself (1972) to sub-structure knowledge into "micro-worlds"; another form 
in the "Problem-spaces" of Newell and Simon (1972); and yet another in 
new, large structures that theorists like Schank (1974), Abclson (1974), 
and Norman (1972) assign to linguistic objects. I see all these as moving 
away from the traditional attempts both by behavioristic psychologists and 
by logic-oriented students of Artificial Intelligence in trying to 
represent knowledge as collections of separate, simple fragments. 

I try here to bring togethe~ several of these issues by pretending to 
have a unified, coherent theory. The paper raises more questions than it 
answers, and I have tried to note the theory's deficiencies. 

Here is the essence of the theory: When one encounters a new 
situation (or makes a substantial change in one's view of the present 
problem) one selects from memory a structure called a Fr.me. This is a 
remembered framework to be adapted to fit reality by changing details as 
necessary. 

A frame is a data-structure for representing a stereotyped situation, 
like being in a certain kind of living room, or going to a child's birthday 
party. Attached to each frame are several kinds of information. Some of 
this information is about how to use the frame. Some is about what one can 
expect to happen next. Some is about what to do if these expectations are 
not confirmed. 

We can think of a frame as a network of nodes and relations. The "top 
levels" of a frame are fixed, and represent things that are always true 
about the supposed situation. The lower levels have many terminals -- 
"slots" that must be filled by specific instances or data. Each terminal 
can specify conditions its assignments must meet. (The assignments 
themselves are usually smaller "sub-frames.") Simple conditions are 
specified by markers that might require a terminal assignment to be a 
person, an object of sufficient value, or a pointer to a sub-frane of a 
certain type. More complex conditions can specify relations among the 
things assigned to several termirals. 

Collections of related frames are linked together into frame-systems • 
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The effects of Inportent actions are mirrored by transformations between 
the frames of a system. These ere used to make certain kinds of 
calculations economical, to represent changes of emphasis and attention, 
and to account for the effectiveness of "imagery." 

For visual scene analysis, the different frames of a system describe 
the scene fron different viewpoints, and the transformations between one 
frame and another represent the effects of moving from place to place. For 
non-visual kinds of frames, the differences between the frames of a system 
can represent actions, cause-effect relations, or changes in conceptual 
viewpoint. Different frames o£ a system share the sane terminals; this is 
the critical point that makes it possible to coordinate information 
gathered from different viewpoints. 

Much of the phenomenological power of the theory hinges on the 
Inclusion of expectations and other kinds of presumptions. A frame1 s 
terminals are normally already filled with "default" assignments. Thus, a 
frame may contain a great many details whose supposition is not 
specifically warranted by the situation. These have many uses in 
representing general information, most likely cases, techniques for 
bypassing "logic,” and ways to make useful generalizations. 

The default assignments are attached loosely to their terminals, so 
that they can ba easily displaced by new items that fit better the current 
situation. They thus can serve also as "variables" or as special cases for 
"reasoning by example," or as "textbook cases," and often make the use of 
logical quantifiers unnecessary. 

The frame-systems are linked, in turn, by an information retrieval 
network. When a proposed frame cannot be made to fit reality -• when we 
cannot find terminal assignments that suitab'y match its terminal marker 
conditions -- this network provides a replacement frame. These inter-frame 
structures make possible other ways to represent knowledge about facts, 
analogies, and other information useftl in understanding. 

Once a frame is proposed to represent a situation, a matching process 
tries to assign values to each frame's terminals, consistent with the 
markers at each place. The matching process is partly controlled by 
information associated with the frame (which includes information about how 
to deal with surprises) and partly by knowledge about the system's current 
goals. There are important uses for the information, obtained when a 
matching process falls. I will discuss how it can be used to select an 
alternative frame that better suits the situation. 

Apology! The schemes proposed herein are incomplete in many respects. 
First, I often propose representations without specifying the processes 
that will use them. Sometimes I only describe properties the structures 
should exhibit. I talk about markers and assignments as though it were 
obvious how they are attached and linked; it is not 
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Besides the technical gaps. I Mill talk as though unaware of many 
problems related to "understanding1' that really ne&d much deeper analysis. 
I do not claim that the ideas proposed here are enough for a complete 
theory, but only that th» frame-system scheme may help explain a number of 
phenomena of human intelligence. The basic frame idea itself is not 
particularly original — it is in the tradition of the "schema" of Bartlett 
and the "paradigms" of Kuhn; the idea of a frame-system is probably more 
novel. Winograd (1974) discusses the recent trend, in theories of 
Artificial Intelligence, toward frame-like ideas. 

The rest of 1 applies the frame-system idea to vision and imagery. In 2 we 
turn to linguistic and other kinds of understanding. 3 discusses memory, 
acquisition, and retrieval cf knowledge; 4 is about control, and 5 takes 
up other problems of vision and spatial imagery. 

In the body of the paper I discuss a variety of kinds of reasoning by 
analogy, and ways to impose stereotypes on reality and jump to conclusions 
based on partial similarity matching. These are basically uncertain 
methods. Why not use methods that are more "logical" and certain? Section 
6 is a sort of Appendix which argues that traditional logic cannot deal 
very well with realistic, complicated problems because it is poorly suited 
to represent approximations to solutions — and these are absolutely vital. 

Thinkinp always begins with suggestive but imperfect plans and 
images i these are progressively replaced by better — but usually 
still imperfect — ideas. 
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1.1 LOCAL AND GLOBAL THEORIES FOR VISION 

"For there exists t greet chests between those, on the one side, 
who relete everything to e single central vision, one system 
more or less coherent or erticulatc, in terms of which they 
understand, think and feel — a single, universal, organizing 
principle in terms of .which alone all that they are and say 
has significance — and, on the other side, those who pursue 
many ends, often unrelated and even contradictory, connected, 
if at all, only in some ig facto way, for some psychological 
or physiological cause, related by no moral or esthetic 
principle...." 

— I. Berlin [The Hedgehog and the Fo. I 

When we enter • room we seen to see the entire scene at a glance. But 
seeing is really an extended process. It takes time to fill In details, 
collect evidence, make conjectures, test, deduce, and interpret in ways 
that depend on our knowledge, expectations and goals. Wrong first 
impressions have to be revised. Nevertheless, all this proceeds so quickly 
and smoothly that it seems to demand a special explanation. 

Some people dislike theories of vision that explain scene-analysis 
largely m terms of discrete, serial, symbolic processes. They feel that 
although programs built on such theories may indeed seem to "see," they 
must be tco slow and clumsy for a nervous system to use. But the 
alternative usually proposed is some extreme position of "holism" that 
never materializes into a technical proposal. I will argue that serial 
symbolic mechanisms could indeed explain much of the apparent instantaneity 
and completeness of visual experience. 

Some early Gestalt theorists tried to explain a variety of visual 
phenomena in terms of global properties of electrical fields in the brain. 
This idea did no* come to much (1935). Its modern counterpart, a scattered 
collection of attempts to use ideas about integral transforms, holograms, 
and interference phenomena, has done no better. In spite of this, most 
thinkers outside (and some inside) the symbolic processing community still 
believe that only through some sort of field-like global parallel process 
could the required speed be attained. 

While my theory is thus addressed to basic problems of Gestalt 
psychology, the method is fundamentally different. In both approaches, one 
wants to explain the structuring of sensory data into wholes and parts. 
Gestalt theorists hoped this could be based primarily on the operation of a 
few general and powerful principles; but these never crystallized 
effectively and the proposal lost popularity. In ny theory the analysis is 
based on many interactions between sensations and a huge network of learned 
symbolic information. While ultimately those interactions must themselves 
be based also on a reasonable set of powerful principles, the performance 
theory is separate from the theory of how the system might originate and 
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develop. 

1.2 PARALLELISN 

Would parallel processing help? This Is a more technical question 
than it might seen. At the level of detecting elementary visual features, 
texture elements, stereoscopic and motion-parallax cues, it is obvious that 
parallel processing might be useful. At the level of grouping features into 
objects, it is harder to see exactly how to use pcrallelism, but one can at 
least conceive of the aggregation of connected "nucliu" (Guzman, 1968), or 
the application of boundary line constraint semantics (Waltz, 1972), 
performed in a special parallel network. 

At "higher" levels of cognitive processing, however, I suspect 
fundamental limitations in the usefulness of parallelism. Many "integral" 
schemes were proposed in the literatura on "pattern recognition" for 
parallel operations on pictorial material -- perceptrons, integral 
transforms, skeletonlzers, and sc forth. These mathematically and 
computationally interesting schemes might quite possibly serve as 
ingredients of perceptual processing theories. But as ingredients only' 
Basically, "integral" methods work only on isolated figures in two 
dimensions. They fail disastrously to cope with complicated, three- 
dimensional scenery. Why? 

In complex scones, the features belonging to different objects have to 
be correctly segregated to be meaningful ; but solving this problem -- which 
is equivalent to tho traditional Gestalt "figure-ground" problem -- 
presupposes solutions for so many visual problems that the possibility and 
perhaps even the desirability of a separate recognition technique falls 
into question, as noted by Minsky and Papert (1969). In three dimensions 
the problem is further confounded by the distortion of perspective and by 
the occlusions of parts of each figure by its own surfaces and those of 
other figures. 

The new, more successful symbolic theories use hypothesis formation 
and confirmation methods that seem, on the surface at least, more 
inherently serial. It is hard t£ solve any very complicated problem 
without giving essentially full attention, at different tines, to different 
sub-problems. Fortunately, however, beyond the brute idea of doing many 
things in parallel, one can imagine a more serial procos:; that deals with 
large, complex, symbolic structures as units' This opens a new 
theoretical "niche" for performing a rapid selection of large 
substructures; in this niche our theory hopes to find the secret of speed, 
both in vision and in ordinary thinking. 
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1.3 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND HIMAN PROBLEM SOLVING 

In this tssty I draw no boundary between a theory of human thinking 
and a scheme for making an intelligent machine, no purpose would be served 
by separating these today since neither domain has theories good enough to 
explain — or to produce — enough mental capacity. There is, however, a 
difference in professional attitudes. Workers from psychology inherit 
stronger desires to miminize the variety of assumed mechanisms. I believe 
this leads to attempts to extract more performance fron fewer "basic 
mechanisms" than is reasonable. Such theories especially neglect 
mechanisms of procedure control and explicit representations of processes. 
On the other side, workers in Artificial Intelligence have perhaps focussed 
too sharply on just such questions. Neither have given enough attention to 
the structure of knowledge, especially procedural knowledge. 

It is understandable why psychologists are uncomfortable with complex 
proposals not based on well established mechanisms. But I believe that 
parsimony is still inappropriate at this stage, valuable as it nay be in 
later phases of every science. There is room in the anatomy and genetics 
of the brain for much more mechanism than anyone today is prepared to 
propose, and we should concentrate for a while more on sufficiency and 
efficiency rather than on necessity. 

Up to a few years ago, the primary goal of AI work on vision had to be 
sufficiency: to find any way at all to make a machine analyse scenes. Only 
recently have we seen the first signs of adequate capacity to aggregate 
features and cues correctly into parts and wholes. I cite especially the 
sequence of work of Roberts (1965), Guzman (19681, Winston (1970), Huffman 
(1971), Clowes (1971), Shirai (1972), Waltz (1972), Binford (1971), Nevatia 
(1973) and Agin (1973) to indicate some steps toward adequate analyses of 
figure-ground, whole-part, and group-structuring issues. 

Although this line of development is still primitive, I feel it is 
sound enough that we can ask it to explain not only the brute performance 
of vision but also some of its speed and smoothness. Some new issues 
confront our theory when we turn from sufficiency to efficiency: How can 
different kinds of "cues" lead so quickly to identifying and describing 
complex situations? How can one make changes in case of error or if new 
evidence is found? How does one resolve inconsistencies’ How can position 
change without recomputing everything’ What about moving objects’ How 
does the vision process exploit knowledge associated with general, non¬ 
visual activities? How does one synthesize the information obtained from 
different viewpoints? How can the system exploit generally correct 
expectations about effects of contemplated actions. Can the theory account 
for the phenomenological effects of imagery, the self-directed construction 
and manipulation of imaginary scenes? 

Very little was learned about such matters in the main traditions of 
behavioral or of perceptual psychology; but the speculations of some 
earlier psychologists, particularly of Bartlett (1932). have surely found 



their way into this essay. In the more recent tradition of synbolic 
information processing theories, papers like those of Xewell (1973) and 
Pylyshyn (1973) take larger technical steps to formulât«’ these issues. 

1.4 TRACKING THt IRAGE OF A CUBE 

"But in the comon wy of taking the uxeu oj any npake oi)ect, 
thet part of Us surface, uhich fronts the eye is apt to 
occupy the mind alone, and the opposite, nay even every other 
part of it wheteet/. u left unthought of at that tune; and 
the least motion me make to reconnoitre any other side of the 
object, confounds our first idea, for want of the connexion 
of the two ideas, which the complete knowledge of the whole 
world would naturally have given us. if we had considered it 
the other way before." -- W. Hogarth [The Analysis of Beauty] 

I begin by developing a simplified frane-systen to represent the 
perspective appearances of a cube. Later I will adapt it to represent the 
insides of rooms and to acquiring, using, and revising the kinds of 
information ona needs to move around within a house. 

In the tradition of Guzman and Winston, we assume that the result of 
looking at a cube is a structure something like that in figure 1.1. 

The substructures "A" ano "Bf represent details or decorations on two 
faces of the cube. When we move to the right, face "A" disappears from 
view, while the new face decorated with *C" is now seen If we had to 
reanalyse the seen» from the start, we would have to 

(1) lose the knowledge about "A," 
(2) recompute *B ’ and 
(3) compute the description of "C." 

But since we know wo moved to the right, we can save "B" by assigning it 
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•Iso to th* 'Itít fut* terainal of • second cube-frane. To save "A* (just 
in case!) we connect it also to an extra. Invisible face-terminal of the 
new cube-schema as in figure 1.2. 

If later we move bach to the left, ue can reconstruct the first scene 
without any perceptual computation at all-, just restore the top-level 
pointers to the first cube-frame. We now need a place to store "C"; we can 
add yet another invisible face to the right in the first cube-frame! See 
figure 1.3. 

We could extend this to represent further excursions around the object. 
This would lead to a more comprehensive fr«ne system, in which each frame 
represents a different "perspective* of a cube. In fiquro 1.4 there are 
three frames corresponding to 45-degree MOVE-RIGHT and MOVE-LEFT actions. 
If we pursue this analysis, the resulting system can become very large; 
more complex objects need even more different projections. It is not 
obvious either that all of them are normally necessary or that just one of 
each variety is adequate. It all depends. 

I am not proposing that this kind of complicated structure is 
recreated every time one examines an object. I inagin«* instead that a 
great collection of frame systems is stored in permanent memory, and one of 
then is evoked when evidence and expectation make r. plausible that the 
scene in view will fit it. How are they acquired? i will propose that if a 
chosen frame does not fit well enough, and if no better one is easily 
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left 

Figure 1.4 

Spatial Frames 

Pictori al Frames 

Relation Markers in 
common-terminal structure 
can represent more invar¬ 
iant (e.g. three-dimensional) 
properties. 

found, and if the natter is important enough, then an adaptation of the 
best one so far discovered will be constructed and remembered for future 
use. 

Do we build such a system for every object we know’ That would seem 
extravagant. More likely, I would think, one has special systems for 
important objects but also a variety of frames for generally useful "basic 
shapes"; these are composed to form frames for new cases. 

The different frames of a system resemble the multiple "models" 
described in Guzman (1967) and Winston (1970;. Different frames correspond 
to different views, and the names of pointers between frames correspond to 
the motions or actions that change the viewpoint. Later I discuss whether 
these views should be considered as two- or as three-dimensional. 

Each frame has terminals for attaching pointers to substructures. 
Different frames can share the same terminal, which can thus correspond to 
the same physical feature as seen in different views. This permits us to 
represent, in a single place, view independent information gathered at 
different ti'jes and places. This is important also in non-visual 
applications. 

The matching process which decides whether a proposed frame is 
suitable is controlled partly by one's current goals and partly by 
information attached to the frame; the frames carry terminal markers and 
other constraints, while the goals are used to decide which of these 
constraints are currently relevant. Generally, the matching process could 
have these components: 
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(Í) A frame, once evoked on the basis of partial evidence or expectation, 
would first direct a test to confirm its own appropriateness, using 
knowledge about recently noticed features, loci, relations, and 
plausible Subframes. The current goal list is used to decide which 
terminals and conditions must be made to match reality. 

(2) Next it would request information needed to assign values to those 
terminals that cannot retain their default assignments. For example, 
it might request a description if face "C," if this terminal is 
currently unassigned, but only if it is not marked "invisible." Such 
assignments must agree with the current markers at the terminal. Thus, 
face ”C" might already have markers for such constraints or 
expectations as: 

■ Right-middle visual field. 
“ Must be assigned. 
“ Should be visible/ if not, consider moving right. 
a Should be a cube-face subframe. 
• Share left vertical boundary terminal with face "B." 
" If failure, consider box-lying-on-side frame. 
” Same background color as face "B." 

(3) Finally, if informed about a transformation (e.g., an impending 
motion) it would transfer control to tue appropriate other frame of 
that system. 

Uithix the details of the contt'ol scheme are opportunities to embed many 
kinds of knowledge. When a terminal-assigning attempt fails, the resulting 
error message can be used to propose a second-guess alternative. Later I 
will suggest using these to organize memory into a Similarity Network as 
proposed in Winston (1970). 

1.5 IS VISION SYMBOLIC? 

Can one really believe that a person's appreciation of three- 
dimensional structure can be so fragmentary and atomic as to be 
representable in terms of the relations between parts of two-dimensional 
views? Let us separate, at once, the two issues: is imagery symbolic? 
ano is it based on two-dimension?! fragments? The first problem is one of 
degree; surely everyone would agree that at some level vision is 
essentially symbolic. The quarrel would be between certain naive 
conceptions on one side -- ^.n whicn one accepts seeing either as picture¬ 
like or as evoking imaginary solids -- against the confrontation of such 
experimental results of Piaget (1956) and others in which many limitations 
that one might fear would result from symbolic representations are shown 
actually to exist! 

Thus we know that in the art of children (and, in fact, in that of 
most adult cultures) graphic representations are indeed composed from very 
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limited, highly symbolic ingredients. See, for example, chapter 2 of 
Gombrich (1969). Perspectives and occlusions are usually not represented 
"realistically* but by conventions. Petrical relations are grossly 
distorted; complex forms are replaced by signs for a few of their important 
features. Naive observers do not usually recognize these devices and 
maintain that they do *see and manipulate pictorial images" in ways that, 
to them, could not conceivably be accounted for by discrete descriptions. 

As for our second question: t/ie issue of two- vs. three-dimensions 
evaporates at the symbolic level. The very concept of dimension becomes 
inappropriate. Each type of symbolic representation of an object serves 
some goals well and others poorly. If we attach the relation labels left- 
of, right-of. and above between parts of the structure, say, as markers on 
pairs of terminals, certain manipulations will work out smoothly; for 
example, some properties of these relations are "invariant" if we rotate 
the cube while keeping the same face on the table. Most objects have 
"permanent" tops and bottoms. But if we turn the cube on its side such 
predictions become harder to make; people have great difficulty keeping 
track of the faces of a six-colored cube if one makes them roll it around 
in their mind. 

If one uses Instead more "intrinsic" relations like next-to and 
opposite-to. then turning the object on its side disturbs the "image" much 
less. In Winston we see how systematic replacements (e.g., of "left" for 
"behind," and "right" for "in-front-of") can simulate the effect of spatial 
rotation. 

Hogarth (1753) did not take a position on the symbolic issue, but he 
did consider good imagery to be an acquired skill and scolds artists who 
give too little time to perfecting the ideas they ought to have in their 
minds of the objects in nature. He rerjmmends that 

"{he who will undertake the acqiisxtion of] oerfect ideas of the 
distances, bearings, and oppositions of severai material points and 
lines in even the most irregular fiuures. will gradually arrive at the 
knack of recalling them into his mind when the objects themselves are 
not before him — and will be of infinite service to those who invent 
and draw from fancy, as well as to enable those to be more correct who 
draw from the life." 

Thus, deliberate self-discipline in cataloguing relation:, between points on 
opposing surfaces is, he thinks, a Key to understan‘ing the invariant 
relations between the visible and invisible parts; they supply the 
information needed to imagine oneself within the interior of the object, or 
at other unexperienced locations; he thus rejects the naive image idea. 

Some people believe that we solve spatial problems by maintaining in 
one's head, somehow, the analog of a three-dimensional structure. But even 
if one somehow could assemble such a model there wnuld remain, for the 
"mind's eye," most of the old problems we had for the real eye as well as 
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the new and very hard problem of assembling -- from two-dimensional data -- 
the hypothetical imaginary solid. 

Although these arguments may seem to favor interconnected two- 
dimensional views for aggregation and recognition, 1 do not consider these 
satisfactory for planning or for manipulative activities. Another 
representation, still symbolic but in terms of basic solid forms, would 
seem more natural. Thus a telephone handset could be described in terms of 
two modified spherical forms connected by a curved, rectangular bar. The 
problem of connecting two or more qualitatively different ways to represent 
the same thing is discussed, but not solved, in a later section. 

1.6 SEEING A ROOM 

Visual experience seems continuous. One reason is that we move 
continuously. A deeper explanation is that our "expectations" usually 
interact smoothly with our perceptions. Suppose you were to leave a room, 
close the door, turn to reopen it, and find an entirely different room. You 
would be shocked. The sense of change would be hardly less striking if the 
world suddenly changed before your eyes. 

A naive theory of phenomenological continuity is that we see so 
quickly that our image changes as fast as does the scene. Below I press an 
alternative theory: the changes in one's frame-structure representation 
proceed at their own pace; the system prefers to make small changes 
whenever possible; and the illusion of continuity is due to the persistence 
of assignments to terminals common to the different view-frames. Thus, 
continuity depends on the confirmation of expectations which in turn 
depends on rapid access to remembered knowledge about the visual world. 

Just before you enter a room, you usually know enough to "expect" a 
room rather than, say, a landscape. You can usually tell just by the 
character of the door. And you can often select in advance a frame for 
the new room. Very often, one expects a certain particular room. Then many 
assignments are already filled in. 

The simplest sort of room-frame candidate is like the inside of a box. 
Following our cube-model, the room-frame might have the top-level structure 
shown in figure 1.5. 
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left wall 

One has to assign to the frane's terminals the things that are seen. If the 
room is familiar, some are already assigned, if no exportations are 
recorded already, the first priority might be locating the principal 
geometric landmarks. To fill in LEFT WALL one might f\rst try to find 
edges "a* and *d* and then the associated corners "ag" and Hgd." Edge "g," 
for example, is usually easy to find because it should intersect any eye- 
level horizontal scan from left to right. Eventually, "ag," "gb," and "ba" 
must not be too inconsistent with one another -- because they are the same 
physical vertex. 

However the process is directed, there are some generally useful 
knowledge-based tactics. It is probably easier to find edge "e" than any 
other edge, because if we have Just entered a normal rectangular room, then 
we may expect that 

* Edge "e" is a horizontal line. 
" It is below eye level. 
* It defines a floor-wall texture boundary. 

Given an expectation about the size of a room, we can estimate the 
elevation of "e," and vice versa. In outdoor scenes, "e" is the horizon 
and on flat ground we can expect to see it at eye-level. If we fail quickly 
to locate and assign this norizon, we must consider rejecting the proposed 
frame: either the room is not normal or there is a large obstruction. 

The room-analysis strategy might try next to establish some other 
landmarks. Given "e," we next look for its left and right corners, and 
then for the verticals rising from them. Once such gross geometrical 
landmarks are located, we can guess the room's general shape and size. 
This might lead to selecting a new frame better matched to that shape and 
size, with additional markers confirming the choice and completing the 
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structura with further details. 

Of coursa a conpetent vision systan nas to analyze the scene not 
merely as a picture, but also in relation to some sort of external space- 
frame. For vision to proceed smoothly when one is moving around, one has 
to know where each feature •is,* in the external world of mobility, to 
compensate for transformations induced by eye, head, and body motions, as 
well as for gross locomotion. 

1.7 SCENE ANALYSIS AND SUBFRAMES 

If the nev room is unfamiliar, no pre-assembled frame can supply fine 
details; more scene-analysis is needed. Even so, the complexity of the 
work can be reduced, given suitable subframes for construe ,ing hypotheses 
about substructures in the scene. How useful these will be depends both on 
their inherent adequacy and on the quality of the expectation process that 
selects which one to use next. One can say a lot even about an unfamiliar 
room. Most rooms are like boxes, and they can be categorized into types: 
kitchen, hall, living room, theater, and so on. One knows dozens of kinds 
of rooms and hundreds of particular rooms; one no doubt has them structured 
into some sort of similarity network for ef.active access. This will be 
discussed later. 

A typical room-frame has three or four visible walls, each perhaps of 
a different "kind.* One knows many kinds of walls: walls with windows, 
shelves, pictures, and fireplaces. Each kind of room has its own kinds of 
walls. A typical wall might have a 3 x 3 array of region-terminals (left- 
center-right) X (top-middle-bottom) so that wall-objects can be assigned 
qualitative locations. One would further want to locate objects relative 
to geometric inter-relations in order to represent such facts as "Y is a 
little above the canter of the line between X and Z." 

In three dimensions, the location of a visual feature of a subframe is 
ambiguous, given only eye-direction. A feature in the middle of the visual 
field could belong either to a Center Front Wall object or to a High Middle 
Floor object; these attach to different subframes. The decision could 
depend on reasoned evidence for support, on more directly visual distance 
information derived from stereo disparity or motion-para’lax, or on 
plausibility information derived from other frames: a clock would be 
plausible only on the wall-frame while a person is almost certainly 
standing on the floor. 

I do not imagine the boundaries of spatial frame-cells to be 
constrained by accurate metrical dimensions. Each cell terminal would 
specify the (approximate) location of a typically central place in that 
cell, and some comparative size range. We expect correct topological 
constraints; a left-wall-edge must agree to stay to the left of any object 
assigned to lie flat against that wall. The process of "matchl.ig" a scene 
against all such constraints may result in a degree of "strain," as a cell 
expands (against its size-range specification) to include objects proposed 
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for Its Interior. Tolerance of such strains should depend on one's current 
purpose and past experience. While this might seen complicated, I do not 
think thet the richness of visual experience supports a drive for much 
simpler theories. 

1.8 PERSPECTIVE AND VIEWPOINT TRANSFORHATIONS 

"Ik sum, at Substage IIIB (age 8 or 9, typically) the operations 
required to coordinate perspectives are complete, and in the following 
quite independent forms. First, to each position of the observer 
there corresponds a particular set of left-right, before-behind 
relations between the objects... These are governed by the 
projections and sections appropriate to the visual plane of the 
observer (perspective). During this final substage the point to point 
nature of the correspondence tjtween position and perspective is 
discovered. Second, between each perspective viewpoint valid for a 
given position of the observer and each of the others, there is also a 
correspondence expressed by specific changes of left-right, before- 
behind relations, and consequently by changes of the appropriate 
projections and sections. It is this correspondence between all 
possible points of view which constitutes co-ordination of 
perspectives ... though as yet only in a rudimentary form." 

— Piaget and Inhelder [The Child's Conception of Space] 

When we move about a room, the shapes of things change. How can these 
changes be anticipated, or compensated, without complete reprocessing? The 
results of eye and nead rotation are simple: things move in the visual 
field but keep their shapes: but changing tlace causes large shape changes 
that depend both on angle and on distance relations between the object and 
observer. The problem is particularly important for fast-moving animals 
because a model of the scene must be built up from different, partially 
analysed views. Perhaps the need to do this, even in a relatively 
primitive fashion, was a major evolutionary stimulus to develop frame- 
systeus, and later, other symbolic mechanisms. 

Given a box-shaped room, lateral motions Induce orderly changes in the 
quadrilateral shape* of the walls as in figure 1.6. 
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A picture-frame rectangle, lying flat against a wall, should transform in 
the same way as does its wall. If a "center-rectangle" is drawn on a left 
wall it will appear to project out because one makes the default assumption 
that any such quadrilateral is actually a rectangle hence must 11¾ in a 
plane that would so project. In figure 1.7A, both quadrilaterals could 
"look like" rectangles, but the one to the right does not match the markers 
for a "left rectangle" subframe (these require, e.g., that the left side be 
longer than the right side). That rectangle is therefore represented by a 
center-rectangle frame, and seems to project out as though parallel to the 
center wall. 

Thus we must not simply assign the label "rectangle" to a 
quadrilateral but to a particular frame of a rectangle-system. When we 
move, we expect whatever space-transformation is applied to the top-level 
system will be applied also to its subsystems as suggested in figure 1.78. 
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b 

1.7A 

:enter rec/angle 
right-side rectangle' 

*— 

Similarly tha saquence of alliptical projactions of a circla contains 
congruent pairs that ara visually ambiguous as shown in figure 1.8. But 

■ OOP 

O 
Two figures are congruent, but transform differently. 

because wall objects usually lie flat, we assume that an ellipse on a left 
wall is a left-ellipse, expect it to transform the sane way as the left 
wall, and are surprised if the prediction is not confirned. 

Is it plausible that a finite, qualitative symbolic system can 
represent perspective transformations adequately? People in our culture 
are chronically unrealistic about their visualization abilities, e.g., to 
visualize how spatial relations will appear from other viewpoints. We 
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noted that people who dein to have dear images of such configurations 
often make qualitative errors in describing the rotations of a simple 
multicolored cube. And even where we are actually able to make accurate 
!üetu*«* Judgements we do not dways make them; few people are disturbed 
bv Huffman s impossible* pyramid, shown in figure 1.9. This is not a 

/\ » 
> V 

perspective of actual truncated pyramid; if it were the three edges, 
when extended, would all meet at one point. In well-developed skills, no 
doubt, people can routinely make more precise judgements, but this need not 
require a different mechanism. Where a layman uses 10 frames for some job. 
an expert might use 1000 and thus get the appearance of a different order 
of performance. 

In any case, to correctly anticipate perspective changes in our 
systems, the top-level transformation must induce appropriate transforms in 
the subframe systems. To a first approximation, this can be done simply by 
Ulinn îË® iâM tfansformation names. Then a "move-right" action on a room 
frame would induce a "move-right* action on objects attached to the wall 
subframes (and to their subframes). 

I said first approximation" becauc* this scheme has a serious bug. 
If you stand near a left wall and walk forward, the nearby left-wall 
objects suffer a large "move-right" transform, the front wall experiences a 
nove closer" transform, and the right wall experiences a snail "move left" 
transform. So matters are not so simple that it is always sufficient 
merely to transmit the motion name down to lower levels. 

1.9 OCCLUSIONS 

When we move to the right, a large object in the center foreground 
will probably occlude any further-away object to its visual left. When 
motion is planned, one should be able to anticipate some of these changes. 
Seme objects should become invisible and other objects should appear. Our 
prototype cube-system has no occlusion problem because the scene is 
completely convex; the disappearance of an entire side and its contents is 
easily handled at the top level. But in a room, which is basically 
concave, the sub-objects of different terminals can occlude one another, 
we consider two extreme strategies: 



LOCAL ASSEMBLIES: Just as for the different views of a single object, 
occlusions of a familiar assembly could be handled by a special 
frame system for that configuration: for example, a chair and table 
as in figure 1.10. If we apply the same perspective 
transformations to such a "niche-frame* that we apply to its 
superiors, then to a first approximation, occlusions between the 
objects are handled automatically. 

f 

f partly occludes e 

e occludes j 
Chair e occludes i under, back 

under, partly back 

E occludes J Table E occludes I under, back 

f partly occludes E 
(above, left) 

E occludes h 
(partly...) 

E occludes j 
(transitively) 

I 
n 
t 
e 
r 
a 
c 
t 
i 
0 
n 
s 

E occludes e 

E occludes j 

E partly occludes h 

left, under 

under, partly back.. 

This works for compact, familiar subgroups of objects but cannot handle the 
details of occlusions between elements of the niche and other things in the 
room. For engineering applications the scheme's simplicity would not 
outweigh its frequent errors. As a theory of human performance, it night 
be good enough. A trained artist or draftsman can answer such questions 
better, but such activities proceed slowly and need not be explained by a 
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first-ord«r t!i«ory concerned oainly with speed. 

GLOBAL OCCLUSION SYSTEM: A sore radical scheme would make all 
perspective fraaes subsidiary to a central, connon, space-frame 
systea. The terainels of that system would correspond to cells of 
a gross subjective space, whose transformations represent, once- 
and-for-all, facts about which cells occlude others from different 
viewpoints 

If there were such a supersystea. would it be learned or innate? The 
context of the Plaget-Inhelder quotation presents evidence that complete 
coordination structures of this sort are not available to children in their 

1.10 IMAGERY AND FRAME SYSTEMS 

"Everyone will readily allow that there is a considerable différence 
between the perceptions of the wind, when a man feels the pain of 
excessive heat, or the pleasure of moderate warmth, and when he 
afterwards recalls to his memory this sensation, or anticipates it by 
is imagination. These faculties may mimic or copy the perceptions of 

the senses, but they never can entirely reach the force and vivacity 
original sentiment.... The most lively thought is still 

inferior to the dullest sensation." 

— D. Hume [Enquiry into Human Understanding] 

A theory of seeing should also be a theory of imagining. For in our view 
both have the same end results: assignments to terminals of frames. 
Everyone will agree with Huae that there are differences between vision and 
imagery. Hume theorizes that this is because vision is immediate and 
direct, whereas imagery is derived from recombinations of memories of 
direct "impressions* and that some of the force is lost, somehow, in the 
storage, retrieval, and computation. I propose instead that Seeing seems 
more vivid than Imagining because its assignments are less flexible, they 
more firmly resist the attempts of other processes to mdify them. If you 
try to change the description of a scene actually projected on your 
retinae, your vision system is likely simply to change it right back. 
Inore is Q2 correspondingly rigid constraint on phantasies. 

However, even «seen* assignments are not completely inflexible; anyone 
can learn to mentally reverse the interpretation of a skeleton-cube 
drawing. So-called "ambiguous* figures are those that are easy to 
escriba in different ways. Changing a frame for such a purpose amounts to 

a change in 'descriptive viewpoint,* one in which the action or 
transformation is symbolic rather than physical; in any case, we are told 
that there are mental states in which phantasies are more inflexible than 
direct impressions* and even, sometimes, more "vivid." 
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1.11 DEFAULT ASSIGNMENT 

While both Seeing end Imagining result in assignments to frame 
terminals. Imagination leaves us wider choices of detail and variety of 
such assignments. I conjecture that frames are never stored in long-term 
memory with unasslgned terminal values. Instead, what really happens is 
that frames are stored with weakly-bound default assignments at every 
terminal! These manifest themselves as often-useful but sometimes counter¬ 
productive stereotypes. 

Thus if I say, "John kicked the ball," you probably cannot think of a 
purely abstract ball, but must imagine characteristics of a vaguely 
particular ball; it probably has a certain default size, default color, 
default weight. Perhaps it is a descendant of one you first owned or were 
injured by. Perhaps it resembles your latest or . In any case your image 
lacks the sharpness of presence because the processes that inspect and 
operate upon the weakly-bound default features are very likely to change, 
adapt, or detach them. 

Such default assignments would have subtle, idiosyncratic influences 
on the paths an individual would tend to follow in making analogies, 
generalizations, and judgements, especially when the exterior influences on 
such choices are weak. Properly chosen, such stereotypes could serve as a 
storehouse of valuable heuristic plan-skeletons; badly selected, they could 
form paralysing collections of irrational biases. Because of them one 
might expect, as reported by Freud, to detect evidences of early cognitive 
structures in "free association" thinking. 
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1.12 FRAME-SYSTEM AND PIAGET'S CONCRETE OPERATIONS 

WAfft, id •//•ct, if» the conditions for the construction of formal 
thought? The child mut not only apply operations to objects — in 
other mords, mentally execute possible actions on them — he must also 
reflect’ those operations in the absence of the objects which are 

replaced by pure propositions This ‘reflection’ ts thought raised to 
the second power. Concrete thinking ú the representation of a 
possible action, end formal thinking is the representation of a 
representation of possible action. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the system of concrete 
operations mst be completed during the last years of childhood before 
it can be reflected' by formal operations. In terns of their 
function, formal operations do not differ from concrete operations 
except that they are applied to hypotheses or propositions [whose 
logic is] an abstract translation of the system of 'inference' that 
goeerns concrete operations." 

— J. Piaget [The Mental Development of the Child] 

I think ther« is a similarity between Piaget's idea jf a concrete operation 
and the idea of applying a transformation fcetwtci, franes of a system. But 
other, more 'abstract* kinds of reasoning should be ¡auch harder to do in 
such concrete ways. Similarly, some kinds of "logical" operations should 
be easy to perform with frames by substituting into loosely attached 
default assignments. It should be easy, for example, to approximate 
logical transitivities; thus surface syllogisms of the form 

>111 A’s ere B's gnd All B’s are C's 
**> 
All A's ere C’s 

would occur in the natural course of substituting acceptable subframes into 
marked terminals of a frame. 1 do not mean that the generalization itself 
is asserted, but only that its content is applied to particular cases, 
because of the transitivity of instantiation of subframes. One would 
expect, then, also to find the same belief in 

Most A’s are B’s gni Most B’s are C’s 
**> 
Host A's ere C’s 

even though this is sometives false, as some adults have learned. 

It would be valuable better to understand what can be done by simple 
processes working on frames. One could surely invent some "inference-frame 
technique* that could be used to rearrange terminals of other frames so as 
to simulate deductive logic. A major step in that direction. I think, is 
the "flat and cover* procedure proposed for floore and Nowell's MERLIN 
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(1973). This is a procedure, related to logical "unification’’, whose 
output, given two frames A and B, is interpreted to mean (roughly): A can 
be viewed as a kind of B given a "mapping" or frame-transformation C tiiat 
expresses (perhaps in terms of other mappings) how A's terminals can be 
viewed in terms of B's terminals. The sane essay uses the view-changing 
concept to suggest a variety of new interpretations of such basic concepts 
as goal-direction, induction, and assimilation of new knowledge, and it 
makes substantial proposals about how the general frame idea might be 
realized in a computer program. 

It appears that only with the emergence of Piaget's "formal" stage 
(for perspective, not usually until the second decade) are children 
reliably able to reason about, rather than with transfornations. Nor do 
such capacities appear at once, or synchronously in all mental activities. 
To get greater reasoning power *- and to be released from the useful but 
unreliable pseudologic of manipulating default assignments -• one must 
learn the equivalent of operating on the transfornations themselves. (One 
needs to get at the transformations because they contain knowledge needed 
for more sophisticated reasoning.) In a computational model constructed 
for Artificial Intelligence, one might try to make the system read its own 
programs. An alternative is to represent (redundantly) information about 
processes some other way. Workers on recent "program-understanding" 
programs in our laboratory have usually decided, for one reason or another, 
that programs should carry "commentaries" that express more directly their 
intentions, prerequisities, and effects; these commei.taries are (at 
present) usually written in specialized sub-languages. 

This raises an important point about the purpose of our theory, 
"schematic" thinking, based on matching complicated situations against 
stereotyped frame structures, must be inadequate for some aspects of mental 
activity. Obviously mature people can to some extent think about, as well 
as use their own representations. Let us speculatively interpret "formal 
operations" as processes that can examine and criticise our earlier 
representations (be they frame-like or whatever). With these we can begin 
to build up new structures to correspond to "representations of 
representations." I have no idea what role frame systems might play in 
these more complex activities. 

The same strategy suggests that we identify (schematically, at least) 
the direct use of frames with Piaget's "concrete operations " If we do this 
then I find Piaget's explanation of the late occurrence oí "formal 
thinking" paradoxically reassuring. In first trying to apply the frame- 
system paradigm to various problems, I was disturbed by how well it 
explained some things and how poorly others. But it was foolish to expect 
any single scheme to explain very much about thinking. Certainly one 
cannot expect to solve all the problems of sophisticated reasoning within a 
system confined to concrete opérations -- if that indeed amounts to the 
manipulation of stereotypes. 
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LANGUAGE, UNDERSTANDING, AND SCENARIOS 

2.1 WORDS, SENTENCES AND MEANINGS 

"The device of images has several defects that are the price of its 
peculiar excellences. Two of these are perhaps the most important- 
the image and particularly the visual image, is apt to go farther in 
the direction of the individualisation of situations than is 
¿toíojícally useful i and the principles of the combination of images 
haut their own peculiarities and result in constructions which are 
relatively wild. Jerky and irregular, compared with the 
straightforward unwinding of a habit, or with the somewhat orderly 
march of thought." 

— F. C. Bartlett [Remembering¡ 

The concepts of frame and default assignment seem helpful in discussing tht 
phenomenology of -meaning.- Chomsky (1957) points out that such a sentence 
AS 

(A) colorless green ideas sleep furiously” 

is treated very differently than the non-sentence 

(B) "furiously sleep ideas green colorless" 

and suggests that because both are "equally nonsensical," what is involved 
in the recognition of sentences must be quite different from what is 
involved in the appreciation of meanings. 

There is no doubt than there are processes especially concerned with 
grammar. Since the meaning of an utterance is "encoded" as much in the 
positional and structural relations between the words as in the word 

there,raÜSt be processes concerned with analysing those 
relations in the course of building the structures that will more directly 

nrorf?SrKith!».mea?^9; the words of (A) n0™ effective and 
predictable than (B) in producing such a structure -- putting aside the 
question of whether that structure should be called semantic or syntactic - 
I 15 th® wrd-order relations in (A) exploit the (grammatical) 
convention and rules people usually use to induce others to make 

ter;inals of structures. Ihis is entirely consistent with 
grammar theories. A generative grammar would be a summary description of 
the exterior appearance of those frame rules - or their associated 

ünnnoh5^ ” th® ®perators °f transformational grammars seem similar 
enough to some of our frame transformations. 

?ne wUSt a*S0 8Slt: t0 wbat de9ree does grammar have a separate 
identity in the actual working of a human mind? Perhaps the rejection of 

as I! '2" hÎ n;"-Sr™“«cal, as nonsensical, or most important, 
as not understood) Indicates a more complex failure of the semantic process 



to arrive at any usable representation; I will argue now that the grammar- 
meaning distinction may illuminate two extremes of a continuum, but 
obscures its all-important interior 

We certainly cannot assume that "logical" meaninglessness has a 
precise psychological counterpart. Sentence (A) can certainly generate an 
image! The dominant frame (in my case) is that of someone sleeping; the 
default system assigns a particular bed, and in it lies a mummy-like shape- 
frame with a translucent green color property. In this frame there is a 
terminal for the character of the sleep — restless, perhaps -- and 
"furiously" seems somewhat inappropriate at that terminal, perhaps because 
the terminal does not like to accept anything so "intentional" for a 
sleeper. "Idea" is even more disturbing, because a person is expected, or 
at least something animate. I sense frustrated procedures trying to 
resolve these tensions and conflicts more properly, here or there, into the 
sleeping framework that has been evoked. 

Utterance (B) does not get nearly so far because no subframe accepts 
any substantial fragment. As a result no larger frame finds anything to 
match its terminals, hence finally, no top level "meaning" or "sentence" 
frame can organize the utterance as either meaningful or grammatical. By 
combining this "soft" theory with gradations of assignment tolerances, I 
imagine one could develop systems that degrade properly for sentences with 
"poor" grammar rather than none; if the smaller fragments -- phrases and 
sub-clauses — satisfy subframes well enough, an image adequate for certain 
kinds of comprehension could be constructed anyway, even though some parts 
of the top level structure are not entirely satisfied. Thus, we arrive at 
a qualitative theory of "grammatical": ij the top levels are satisfied but 
some lower terminals are not we have a meaningless sentencei if the top is 
weak but the bottom solid, ne can have an ungrammatical but meaningful 
utterance. 

I do not mean to suggest that sentences must evoke visual images. 
Some people do not admit to assigning a color to the ball in "he kicked the 
ball." But everyone admits (eventually) to having assumed, if not a size 
or color, at least some purpose, attitude, or other elements of an assumed 
scenario. When we go beyond vision, terminals and their default 
assignments can represent purposes and functions, not just colors, sizes 
and shapes. 

2.2 DISCOURSE 

Linguistic activity involves larger structures than can be described 
in terms of sentential grammar, and these larger structures further blur 
the distinctness of the syntax-semantic dichotomy. Consider the following 
fable, as told by W. Chafe (Chafe 1972). 
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There was once a Volf who saw a Lanb drinking at a river and 
wanted an excuse to eat it. For that purpose, even though he 
himself was upstream, he accused the Lamb of stirring up the 
water and keeping him from drinking... 

To understand this, one must realize that the Wolf is lying! To understand 
the key conjunctive "even though" one must realize that contamination never 
flows upstream. This in turn requires us to understand (ar.ong other 
things) the word "upstream" itself. Within a declarative, predicate-based 
"logical" system, one might try to axiomatize "upstream" by some formula 
like: 

M upstream B] AMD [Event T. Stream muddg at A] ***> 
[Exists [Event U, Stream muddy at B]] AMD [Later U, T) 

But an adequate definition would need a good deal more. What about the fact 
that the order of things being transported by water currents is not 
ordinarily changed? A logician might try to deduce this from a suitably 
intricate set of "local" axioms, together with appropriate "induction" 
axioms. I propose instead to represent this knowledge in a structure that 
automatically translocates spatial descriptions from the terminals of one 
frame to those of another frame of the same system. While this might be 
considered to be a form of logic, it uses some of the same mechanisms 
designed for spatial thinking. 

In many instances we would handle a change over time, or a cause- 
effect relation, in the same way as we deal with a change in position. 
Thus, the concept river-flow could evoke a frame-system structure something 
like the following, where SI, S2, and S3 are abstract slices of the flowing 
river shown in figure 2.1. In my default system the Wolf is at the left, 
the Lamb at the right, and SI, S2, and S3 flow past them. In the diagram, 
presume that the S's cannot be seen unless they are directly next to either 
the wolf or the lamb. On reflection, my imaginary currents usually flow 
from left to right, and I find it some effort to use reversed versions. 
Perhaps they all descend from copies of the same proto-system. 

The time (and not coincidentally, current) transformation represents 
part of our understanding of the effects of the flow of the river. If the 
terminal S3 is the mud effect produced by the Lamb, the frame system causes 
the mud-effect to become invisible and not-near the Wolf. Thus, he has no 
valid reason to complain. A more detailed system could have intermediate 
frames; in nene of them is the Wolf contaminated. 

There are many more nuances to fill in. What is "stirring up" and why 
would it keep the wolf from drinking? One might normally assign default 
floating objects to the S's, but here S3 interacts with "stirring up" to 
yield something that "drink* does not find acceptable. Was it "deduced" 
that stirring river-water meats that S3 in the first frame should have 
"mud" assigned to it; or is tnis simply the default assignment for stirred 
water? 
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Almost any event, action, change, flow of material, or even flow of 
information can be represented to a first approximation by a two-frame 
generalized event. The frame-system can have slots for agents, tools, side- 
effects, preconditions, generalized trajectories, just as in the "trans" 
verbs of "case grammar" theories, but we have the additional flexibility of 
representing changes explicitly. To see if one has understood an event or 
action, one can try to build an appropriate instantiated frame-pair. 

However, in representing changes by simple "before-after" frame-pairs, 
we can expect to pay a price. Pointing to a pair is not the same as 
describing their differences. This makes it less convenient to do planning 
or abstract reasoning; there is no explicit place to attach information 
about the transformation. As a second approximation, we could label pairs 
of nodes that point to corresponding terminals, obtaining structure like 
the "comparison-notes" in Winston ( 1970), or we might place at the top of 
the frame-system information describing the differences more abstractly. 
Something of this sort will be needed eventually. 

In his work on "conceptual dependency," R. schank ( 1972) attempts to 
represent meanings of conolex assertions like "Sam believes that John is a 
fool," in which the thing that Sam believes is not an object but requires a 
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"conceptualization" and even situations like that in "í?. Do you want a 
piece of chocolate ? /1« I/o, I just had an ice cream cone." in which 
understanding requires representing details of a complex notion of 
satiation. He proposes a small collection of "basic conceptualizations" 
and relations between them from which to build représentations for any 
meaning. I find it hard to decide how adequate these are; how well, for 
example, could they describe flows? 

Schank's schemes include an idea of "conce.Hual cases" which resemble 
some of our frame-terminals, but he attempts to represent the effects of 
actions as explicit abstractions rather than as relations between frame- 
Hke pairs. There are problems in this as well; one wonders how well a 
single abstract concept of cause (or even several) would suffice in a 
functioning "belief system." It certainly would not be enough to 
characterize causality only in terms of one condition or action being 
necessary for another to happen. Putting details aside, I think Schank has 
made a strong start and, once this area develops some performance tests, it 
should yield good knowledge-representation methods. 

The work of Y. Wilks (1973) on "preference semantics" also seems rich 
in ideas about ways to build frame-like structures out of simpler ones, and 
his preference proposals embody specific ways one night represent default 
assignments and procedures for making them depend on larger aspects of a 
discourse than mere sentences. Wilks' system is interesting also in 
demonstrating, I think, ways in which one can get some useful informal 
reasoning, or pseudo-deduction as a product of the template building and 
instantiation processes without an elaborate formal logical system or undue 
concern with consistency. 

R. P. Abelson (Abelson 1973) has worked toward representing even more 
extended activities. Beginning with elements like Schank's, he works out 
schemes in which the different concepts interact, arriving at intricate 
sçricts; skeletonized scenarios of elaborate belief systems, attempting 
even to portray such interactions as one's image of the role he plays in 
another person's plans. 

D. KcDermott (1973) discusses in his M.S. thesis many issues related 
to knowledge representations. In his scheme for plausible inference, 
statements are not simply accepted, but are subjected to a process of 
doubting" and "believing"; in effect, things assumed by default (or 

plausibility) are retained with mechanisms for revising those beliefs when 
later, dependent assumptions run into problems. McDermott is particularly 
attentive to the problems involved in recovery from the errors any such 
system is forced to make in the course of informal, common sense inference. 
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2.3 MEANING-STRUCTURE OF A DISCOURSE 

"Words ... can indicate the Qualitative and relational J*ature¡ oj a 
situation in their general aspect just as directhj as. o.’d perhaps 
even more satisfactorily than, they can describe its particular 
individuality. This is, in fact, what gives to language its intimate 
relation to thought processes. For thinking, in the proper 
psychological sense, is never thi mere reinstatement of some suitable 
past situation produced by a crossing of interests, but is the 
utilisation of the past in solution of difficulties set by the 
present... Equally, nobody ever thinks who, being challenged, merely 
sets up an image from some more or less relevant situation, and then 
finds for himself a solution, without in any way Jo mulcting the 
relational principle involved." 

— F. C. Bartlett [Remembering] 

"Case grammar" sentence-analysis theories such as those of Fillmore (1968) 
and Celce-Murcia (1972) involve structures somewhat like frames. Centered 
mainly around the verb, parts of a sentence are used to instantiate a sort 
of verb-frame in accord with various uses of prepositions. I agree that 
this surely is a real phenomenon; sentences are built around verbs, so it 
makes sense to use verb-centered frame-like structures for analyzing 
sentences. 

In more extended discourse, however, I think that verb-centered 
structures often become subordinate or even disappear. The topic or 
"theme" of a paragraph is as likely to be a scene as to be an action, as 
likely to be a characterization of a person as to be something he is doing. 
Thus in understanding a discourse, the synthesis of a verb-structure with 
its case-assignments may be a necessary but transient phase. As sentences 
are understood, the resulting substructures must be transferred to a 
growing "scene-frame" to build up the larger picture. An action that is the 
chief concern of one sentence might, for example, become subsidiary to a 
characterization of one of the actors, in a larger story-frame. 

I am not proposing anything like "verbs describe local (sentential) 
structures and nouns describe global (paragraphic) structures" -- although 
that night be a conceptually useful first approximation. Any concept can be 
invoked by all sorts of linguistic representations. It is not a matter of 
nouns or verbs. The important point is that ue must not assume that the 
transient semantic structure built during the syntactic analysis (what 
language theorists today call the "deep structure" of a sentence) is 
identical with the larger (and "decaer") structure built up incrementally 
as each fragment of a coherent linguistic communication operates upon it! 

I do not want this emphasis on topical or thematic superframes to 
suggest a radical confrontation between linguistic vs. non-linguistic 
representations. Introspectively, a substantial portion of common-sense 
thinking and reasoning seem to resemble linguistic transformations and 
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other manipulation*. ‘Tia frames associated with word senses, be they noun, 
verb or whatever, are surely centers for the concentrated representation of 
vital knowledge about how different things are related, how they are used 
and how they transform one another. Practically, there would be large 
advantages in having mechanisms that could use these sane structures both 
for thinking and for communicating. 

Let us imagine a frame-oriented scenario for how coherent discourse 
might be represented. At the start of a story, we know little other than 
that it will be a story, but even this gives us a start. A conventional 
frane for “story" (in general) would arrive with slots for setting. 
protagonists, main event, moral, etc. Indeed, the first line of a properly 
told story usually helps with the setting; the wolf and lanb story 
imediately introduces two antagonists, places them by the river (setting), 
and provides the wolf with a motive. The word "excuse” somehow prepares us 
for the likelihood of the wolf making false ¿tatements. 

Each sentential analysis need be maintained only until its contents 
can be used to instantiate a larger structure. The terminals of the 
growing meaning-structure thus accumulate indicators and descriptors, which 
expect and key further assignments. A terminal that has acquired a 
female person" marker will reject "male" pronominal assignments using, I 

suppose, the same sorts of considerations that resist assignment of tables 
and chairs to terminals cf wall frames. As the story proceeds, information 
is transferred to superframes whenever possible, instantiating or 
elaborating the scenario. In some cases we will be lucky enough to attach 
a whole subframe, for example, a description of the hero, to a single 
terminal in the superframe. This could happen if a terminal of the "story" 
superframe matches a top level indicator on the current sentence-frame. 
Other sentences might produce relations constr\ining pairs of already 
existing terminals. But what if no such transfer can be made because the 
listener expected a wrong kind of story and has no terminals to receive the 
new structure? 

We go on to suppose that the listener actually has many story frames, 
linked by the kinds of retrieval structures discussed later on. First we 
try to fit the new information into the current story-frame. If we fail, we 
construct an error comment like "there is no place here for an animal." 
This causes us to replace the current story-frame by. say, an animal-story 
frane. The previous assignments to terminals nay all survive, if the new 
story frame has the same kinds of terminals. But if many previous 
assignments do not so transfer, we must get another new story-frame. If we 
fail, we must either construct a basically new story-frame -- a major 
intellectual event, perhaps -- or just give up and forget the assignments. 
(Presumably that is the usual reaction to radically new narrative forms! 
One does not learn well if the required jumps are too large: one cannot 
really understand animal stories until one posesses the conventional 
personality frames for the wolf, pig, fox, etc.) 

Thus a discourse assembles a network of instantiated frames and 
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subframes. Attributive or descriptive infornatior can often be 
represented by simple sub'structures, but actions, temporal successions, 
explanations and other complicated things surely need more elaborate 
attachments. We must recognize tha* profoundly hard questions, central to 
epistemology as well as to linguistics, are entrained in this problem of 
how to merge information from different sources and subframes. The next 
few sections raise more questions about these than they begin to answer. 

2.4 LANGUAGE TRANSLATION 

Translation affords an oppor*unity to observe defaults at work. In 
translating the story about the wolf and the lamb from English to Japanese, 
according to Chafe, it is required to mention the placo on the river where 
the actors stand, although it is not required in English. In English one 
must cite the time — if only by saying "Once _M In Japanese, it is 
customary to characterize the place, as well as the time, even if only by a 
nonspecific "In a certain place_■ 

I think both place and time are required, in the deeper meaning-frames 
of people who think much as we do whatever natural language they speak! 
Hence, default assignmments for both would bo immediately available to the 
translator if he understood the sentence at ail. Good simultaneous 
translators proceed so rapidly that one wonders how much they can really 
understand before speaking; our theory makes this less of an issue 
because, if the proper frame is retrieved in the course of partial 
understanding, its default assignments are available instantly, before the 
more complex assignment negotiations are completed. 

A translation of "The Wolf and Lamb" into Japanese with acceptable 
surface structure might be, according to Chafe, 

Once certain place in river at water drinking be 
child-sheep saw one animal wolj was and that wolf 
that child-sheep eat for excuse make-want-seening 
was.... 

It is more natural, in Japanese, to say what the Lamb was drinking than 
just to say he was drinking. Here is one way that language affects 
thinking: each such linguistic convention focuses special attention on 
filling certain terminals. If water is the usual thing to drink in one's 
culture, then water is the default assignment for what is being drunk. 
When speech production requires such an assignment in a sentence-output 
frame, that default will normally be assumed. course, one should be 
even more certain of water if the drinking is d >nc beside a river; this 
needs some machinery far relating drinking and river stereotypes. It seems 
clear that if there is a weakly-bound drinkable-fluid slot in one frame, 
and a strongly-bound drinkable fluid in the subframe to be attached, the 
latter should dislodge the former. Thus, even if our listener usually 
drinks wine, he should correctly imagine the lamb drinking water. 
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2.5 ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE 

In our traditional "folk phenomenology,” Seeim and Inaginim are 
usually seen as "passive" and "active." It is tempting to exploit this 
viewpoint for vision: 

In seejng, one analyses a scene by assembling and instantiating 
frames, generally without much choice because of the domination 
of the need to resolve "objective" visual evidence against the 
need for a consistent and plausible spatial scene-description. 

In imagining, we have much more choice, for we arc trying to 
assemble and instantiate frames to represent a "scene" that 
satisfies internally chosen -- hence changeable -- goals. 

In language, a similar contrast is tempting: 

In listening (which ircludes parsing) one has little choice 
because of the need to resolve the objective word string into a 
structure consistent with grammar, context, and the (assumed) 
intention. 

In speaking, we have much more choice, because there are so many 
ways to assemble sentence-making frames for our chosen purpose, 
be it to inform, convince, or mislead. 

However, these are dangerous oversimplifications; things are often quite 
the other way around! Speaking is often a straightforward encoding from a 
semantic structure into a word sequence, while listening often involves 
extensive and difficult constructions — which involve the totality of 
complexities we call understanding. 

Consider the analogy between a frame for a room in a visual scene and 
a frame for a noun-phrase in a discourse. In each case, some assignments 
to terminals are mandatory, while others are optional. A wall need not be 
decorated, but every moveable object must be supported. A noun phrase need 
not contain a numerical determiner, but it must contain a noun or pronoun 
equivalent. One generally has little choice so far as surface structure is 
concerned: one must account for all the words in a sentence and for all the 
major features of a scene. 

But surface structure is not everything in vision or in language. One 
has unlimited options about incorporating consequences of context and 
knowledge into semantic structure. An object has not only a visual form, 
but a history. Its presence has usually a cause and often some other 
significance -- perhaps as a clue in a puzzle, or as a symbol of a changing 
relationship. 

Any sentence can be understood in many ways. I emphasize that I am 
not talking of the accidental (and relatively unimportant) ambiguities of 
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parsing, but of the purposeful variations of interpretation. Just as any 
room can be seen from different physical viewpoints, so .my assertion can 
be "viewed" from different representational viewpoints as in the following, 
each of which suggests a different structure: 

Ht kicked the ball. 
The ball was kicked. 
There was some kicking today. 

Because such variations formally resemble the results of the syntactic, 
active-passive operations of transformational grammars, one might overlook 
their semantic significance. We select one or the other in accord with 
íil-ÇHatic issues — on whether one is concerned with what "he" did, with 
finding a lost ball, with who damaged it, or whatever. One answers such 
questions most easily by bringing the appropriate entity or action into the 
focus of attention, by evoking a frame primarily concerned with that topic. 

In the traditional view of transformational linguistics, these 
alternate frames have no separate existence but are only potential 
derivatives from a single deep structure. There is an advantage to 
supposing their separate existence in long term memory: we could attach 
specific knowledge to each about how it should be used. However, as 
language theorists rightly point out, there are systematic regularities 
which suggest that such "transformations" are nearly as readily applied to 
unfamiliar verbs with the same redirections of concern; this makes separate 
existence less plausible. I have the impression that transformational 
theorists tend to believe in some special central mechanisms for management 
of such changes of "semantic perspective," even though, I should think, the 
variety of idiosyncracies attached to individual words makes this 
technically difficult. A theory more in the spirit of this essay would 
suggest that whenever one encounters an unfamiliar usage (or an unfamiliar 
word) he applies some matching process to guess -- rightly or wrongly -- 
which familiar usage it resembles, and then adapts the existing attention- 
transformation system for that word. I cannot see what kind of experiment 
might distinguish between these conjectures, but I still feel that the 
distinction is important. 

Some readers might object that things should not be so complicated -- 
that we need a simpler thecry -- if only to explain how people understand 
sentences so Quickly. One must not forget that it often takes minutes, 
hours, or forever, to understand something. 
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2.6 SCENARIOS 

"Thinking ... t* òiologicallg subsequent to the image-forming process. 
It is possible onlg when a wag has been found of breaking up the 
'massed’ influence of past stimuli and situations only iahen a device 
has already been discovered for conquering the sequential tyranny of 
past reactions. But though it ii a later and a higher development, it 
does not supercede the method of images, it hat its oían drawbacks. 
Contrasted with imaging it loses something of vivacity, of vividness, 
of variety. Its prevailing instruments are words, and. not only 
because tfceie are social, but also because in use they are necessarily 
strung out t* ae^uesce, they drop into habit reactions even more 
readily than images do. [Vith thinking] we run greater and greater 
risk of being caught up in generalities that may have little to do 
with actual concrete experience. If we fail to maintain the methods 
of thinking, we run the risks of becoming tied to individual instances 
and of being made sport of by the accidental circumstances belonging 

— F. C. Bartlett [Remembering] 

We condense and conventionalize, in language and thought, complex 
situations and sequences into compact words and symbols. Some words can 
perhaps be "defined’ in elegant, simple structures, but only a small part 
of the meaning of "trada" is captured by 

first frame second frame 
---) 

A has X B has Y B has X A has V 

Trading normally occurs in a social context of law, trust and convention. 
Unless we also represent these other facts, most trade transactions will be 
almost meaningless. It is usually essential to know that each party 
usually wants both things but has to compromise. It is a happy but unusual 
circumstance in which each trader is glad to get rid of what he has. To 
represent trading strategies, one could insert the basic maneuvers right 
in*.o the above frame-pair scenario: in order for A to make B want X more 
(or «ant Y less) we expect him to select one of the familiar tactics: 

Offer more for Y. 
Explain why X is so good. 
Create favorable side-effect of B having X. 
Disparage the competition. 
Hake B think C wants X. 

These only scratch the surface. Trades usually occur within a scenario tied 
together by more than a simple chain of events each linked to the next. No 
single such scenario will do: when a clue about trading appears it is 
essential to guess which of the different available scenarios is most 
likely to be useful. 
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Charniafs thasis (1972) studlas questions about transactions that 
seen easy for people to comprehend yet obviously need rich default 
structures. Ue find in elementary school reading books such stories as: 

Jane was invited to Jack's Birthday Party. 
She wondered if he would like a kite. 
She went to her room and shook her piggy bank. 
It made no sound. 

Most young readers understand that Jane wants money to buy Jack a kite for 
a present but that there is no money to pay for it in her piggy bank. 
Charniak proposes a variety of ways to facilitate such inferences -- a 
"denon" for present that looks for things concerned with noney. a demon for 
"piggy bank” which knows that shaking without sound means the bank is 
empty, etc. But although present now activates money, the reader may be 
surprised to find that neither of those words (nor any of their synonyms) 
occurs in the story. ■Present" is certainly associated with "par.y and 
"money* with •bank," but how are the longer chains built up? Her® is 
another problem raised in Charniak. A friend tells Jane: 

He already has e Kite. 
He will make you take it Pack. 

Take which kite back? We do not want Jane to return Jack's old kite. To 
determine the referent of the pronoun "it" requires understanding a lot 
about an assumed scenario. Clearly, "it" refers to the proposed new kite. 
How does one know this? (Note that we need not agree on any single 
explanation.) Generally, pronouns refer to recently mentioned things, but 
as this example shows, the referent depends on more than the local syntax. 

Suppose for the moment we are already trying to instantiate a "buying 
a present" default subframe. Now, the word "it" alone is too small a 
fragment to deal with, but "take it back* could be a plausible unit to 
match a terminal of an appropriately elaborate buvim scenario. Since that 
terminal would be constrained to agree with the assignment of "present" 
itself, we are assured of the correct meaning of it in "take X back." 
Automatically, the correct kite is selected. Of course, that terminal will 
have its own constraints as well; a subframe for the "take it back" idiom 
should know that "take X back" requires that: 

X was recently purchased. 
The return is to the place of purchase. 
You must have your sales slip. 
Etc. 

If the current scenario does not contain a "take it back" terminal, then we 
have to find one that does and substitute it, maintaining as many prior 
assignments as possible. Notice that if things go well the question of it 
being the old kite never even arises. The sense of ambiguity arises only 
when a "near miss" mismatch is tried and rejected. 
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Chtrniak's proposed solution to chis problem is in ué sane spirit but 
emphasizes understending that because Jack already has a kite, he may not 
want another one. He proposes e mechanism associated with "present": 

(A) If we see that a person P might not like a present 
X, then look for X being returned to the store where it 
was bought. 

(B) If we see this happening, or even being suggested, 
usert that the reason why is that P does not like X. 

This statement of "advice" is intended by Charniak to be realized as a 
production-like entity to be added to the currently active data-base 
whenever a certain kind of context is encountered. Later, if its 
antecedent condition is satisfied, its action adds enough information about 
Jack and about the new kite to lead to a correct decision about t\ . 
pronoun. 

Charniak in effect proposes that the system should watch for certain 
kinds of events or situations and inject proposed reasons, motives, and 
explanations for them. The additional interconnections between the story 
elements are expected to help bridge the gaps that logic might find it hard 
to cross, because the additions are only "plausible" default explanations, 
assumed without corroborative assertions. By assuming (tentatively) "does 
not like X" when X is taken back, Charniak hopes to simulate much of 
ordinary "comprehension" of what is happening. We do not yet know how 
complex and various such plausible inferences must be to get a given level 
of performance, and the thesis does not answer this because it did not 
include a large simulation. Usually he proposes terminating the process by 
asserting the allegedly plausible motive without further analysis unless 
necessary. To understand why Jack might return the additional kite it 
should usually be enough to assert that he does not like it. A deeper 
analysis might reveal that Jack would not really mind ha mg two kites but 
he probably realizes that he will get only one present; his utility for two 
different presents is probably higher. 

2.7 SCENARIOS AND "QUESTIONS" 

The meaning of a child's birthday party is very poorly approximated by 
any dictionary definition like "a party assembled to celebrate ù birthday," 
where a party would be defined, in turn, as "people assembled for a 
celebration." This lacks all the flavor of the culturally required 
activities. Children know that the "definition" should include more 
specifications, the particulars of which can normally be assumed by way of 
default assignments: 



DRESS - 
PRESENT 

SUNDAY BEST. 
MUST PLEASE HST. 
MUST BE BOUGHT AND GIFT-MAPPED. 

GAUES.HIDE AND SEEK. PIN TAIL ON DONKEY. 
DECOR -— BALLOONS. FAVORS. CREPE-PAPER. 
PARTY-HEAL — CAKE. ICE-CREAN. SODA. HOT DOGS. 
CAKE - CANDLES. BLOV-OUT. UISH. SING BIRTHDAY SONG. 
ICE-CREAPi — STANDARD THREE-FLAVOR. 

These ingredients for a typical American birthday party must be set into a 
larger structure. Extended events take place in one or more days. A Party 
takes place in a Day, of course, and occupies a substantial part of it, so 
we locate it in an appropriate day frame. A typical day has main events 
such as 

Cet-up Dress Eat-1 Go-to-Uork Eat-2 

but a School-Day has nore fixed detail: 

Get-up Dress 
Eat-1 Go-to-School Be-in-School 

Home-Room Assembla English Hath (arrgh) 
Eat-2 Science fle^js Sport 

Go-Home Play 
Eat-3 Homework Go-To-Bei 

Birthday parties obviously do not fit well into school-day frames. Any 
parent knows that the Party-Meal is bound to Eat-Z of its Day. I remember 
a child who did not seem to realize this. Absolutely stuffed after the 
Party-Meal, he asked when he would get Lunch. 

Returning to Jane's problem with the kite, we first hear that she is 
invited to Jack's Birthday Party. Without the party scenario, or at least 
an invitation scenario, the second line seems rather mysterious: 

She wondered if he would like a kite. 

To explain one's rapid comprehension of this, I will make a somewhat 
radical proposa?.: to represent explicitly, in the frame for a- scenario 
structure, pointers to a collection of the most serious problems and 
questions commonly associated with it. 

In fact we shall consider the idea that the frame terminals are exactly 
those questions. 



Thus, for the birthday party: 

Y must get P for X-Choose P! 
X must like P-Will X like P? 

Buy P —————— where to buy P? 
Get money to buy P — Vher* to get money? 
(Sub-questions oj the "present" frame?) 

Y must dress up.What should Y near? 

Certainly these are one's first concerns, when one is invited to a party. 

The reader is free to wonder, with the author, whether this solution is 
acceptable. The question, "Will X like P?" certainly matches "She wondered 
if he would like a kite?" and correctly assigns the kite to P. But is our 
world regular enough that such question sets could be pre-conpiled to make 
this mechanism of tan work smoothly? I think the answer is mixed. We do 
indeed expect many such questions; we surely do not expect all of them. 
But surely "expertise" consists partly in not having to realize, ab initio 
what are the outstanding problems and interactions in situations. Notice, 
for example, that there is no default assignment for the Present in our 
party-scenario frame. This mandates attention to that assignment problem 
and prepares us for a possible thematic concern. In any case, we probably 
need a more active mechanism for understanding "wondered" which can apply 
the information currently in the frame to produce an expectation of what 
Jane will think about. 

The third line of our story, about shaking the bank, should also 
eventually match one of the present-frame questions, but the unstated 
connection between Honey and Piggy-Bank is presumably represented in the 
piggy-bank frame, not the party frame, although once it is found it will 
natch our Get-Money question terminal. Thj primary functions and actions 
associated with piggy banks are Saving and Getting-Money-Out, and the 
latter has three principal methods: 

1. Using a key. Most piggy banks don't offer this option. 
2. Breaking it. Children hate this. 
3. Shaking the money out, or using a thin slider. 

In the fourth line does one know specifically that a silent Piggy Bank is 
empty, and hence out of money (I think, yes) or does one use general 
knowledge that a hard container which makes no noise when shaken is empty? 
I have found quite a number of people to prefer the latter. Logically the 
"general principle" would indeed suffice, but I feel that this misses the 
important point that a specific scenario of this character is engraved in 
every child's memory. The story is instantly intelligible to most readers. 
If more complex reasoning from general principles were required this would 
not be so, and more readers would surely go astray. It is easy to find 
more complex problems: 
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A goat wandered into the gard where Jack wu¡ painting. 
The goat got the paint all over himself. W/ie/i Mother 
saw the goat she asked, "Jack, did you do that?" 

There is no one word or line, which is the referent of "that." It seems to 
refer, as Charniak notes, to "cause the goat to be covered with paint." 
Charniak does not permit himself to make a specific proposal to handle this 
kind of problem, remarking only that his "demon" model would need a 
substantial extension to deal with such a poorly localized "thematic 
subject." Consider how much one has to know about our culture, to realize 
that that is not the gpat-in-the-yard but the goat-covered-with-paint. 
Charniak s thesis -- basically a study rather than a debugged system -- 
discusses issues about the activation, operation, and dismissal of 
expectation and default-knowledge demons. Many of his ideas have been 
absorbed into this essay. 

In spite of its tentative character, I will try to summarize this 
image of language understanding as somewhat parallel to seeing. The key 
words and ideas of a discourse evoke substantial thematic or scenario 
structures, drawn from memory with rich default assumptions. The 
individual statements of a discourse lead to temporary representations -- 
which seem to correspond to what contemporary linguists call "deep 
structures" — which are then quickly rearranged or consumed in elaborating 
the growing scenario representation. In order of "scale," among the 
ingredients of such a structure there might be these kinds of levels: 

Surface Syntactic Frames — Mainly verb and noun structures. 
Prepositional and word-order indicator conventions. 

Surface Semantic Frames ---Action-centered meanings of words. 
Qualifiers and relations concerning participants, instruments, 
trajectories and strategies, goals, consequences and side-effects. 

Thematic Frames --- Scenarios concerned with topics, activities, 
portraits, setting. Outstanding problems and strategies commonly 
connected with topic. 

Narrative Frames --- Skeleton forms for typical stories, explanations, 
and arguments. Conventions about foci, protagonists, plot forms, 
development, etc., designed to help a listener construct a new, 
instantiated Thematic Frame in his own mind. 

A single sentence can assign terminals, attach subframes, apply a 
transformation, or cause a gross replacement of a high Level frame when a 
proposed assignment no longer fits well enough. A pronoun is 
comprehensible only when general linguistic conventions, interacting with 
defaults and specific indicators, determine a terminal or subframe of the 
current scenario. 

In vision the transformations usually have a simple group-like 
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structure, in laggyatK we expect more complex, less regular systems of 
frames. Nevertheless, because time, cause, and a'Mon are so important to 
us, we often use sequential transformation pairs that replace situations by 
their temporal or causal successors. 

Because syntactic structural rules direct the selection and assembly 
of the transient sentence frames, research on linguistic structures should 
help us understand how our frame systems are constructed. One might look 
for such structures specifically associated with assigning terminals, 
selecting emphasis or attention viewpoints (transformations), inserting 
sentential structures into thematic structures, and changing gross thematic 
representations. 

Finally, just as there are familiar "basic plots" for stories, there 
must be basic superframes for discourses, arguments, narratives, and so 
forth. As with sentences, we should expect to find special linguistic 
indicators for operations concerning these larger structures; we should 
move beyond the grammir of sentences to try to find and systematize the 
linguistic conventions that, operating across wider spans, must be involved 
with assembling and transforming scenarios and plans. 

2.8 QUESTIONS. SYSTEMS, AND CASES 

"Questions arise from a point of uieto -- from something that helps to 
structure what is problematical, what is worth asking, and what 
constitutes an answer (or progress). It is not that the view 
determines realitg, onlg whut we accept from reality and how we 
structure it. I am realist enough to believe that in the long run 
reality gets its own chance to accept or reject our various views. 

-- A. Newell [Artificial Intelligence and the Concept of Hind] 

Examination of linguistic discourse leads thus to a view of the frame 
concept in which the "terminals" serve to represent the questions most 
likely to arise in a situation. To make this important viewpoint more 
explicit, we will spell out this reinterpretation. 

A Frame is a collection of guestions to be asked about a hypothetical 
situation} it specifies issues to be raised and methods to be used in 
dealing with them. 

The terminals of a frame correspond perhaps to what Schank (Schank 1973) 
calls conceptual cases", although I do not think we should restrict theni 
to so few types as Schank suggests. To understand a narrated or perceived 
action, one often feels compelled to ask such questions as 
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Uhat caused it (agent)? 
What was the purpose (intention)? 
What are the consequences (side-efjects)? 
Who does it affect (recipient)? 
How is it done (instrument)? 

The number of such "cases" or questions is problematical. While we would 
liko to reduce meaning to a very few "primitive" concepts, perhaps in 
analogy to the situation in traditional linguistic analysis, I know of no 
reason to suppose that that goal can be achieved. Ny own inclination is to 
side with such workers as W. Martin (1974), who look toward very large 
collections of "primitives,” annotated with comments about how they are 
related. Only time will tell which is better. 

For entities other than actions one asks different questions; for 
thematic topics the questions may be much less localized, e.g., 

Why are they telling this to me? 
How can I find out more about t? 
How will it help with the "real problem"? 

and so forth. In a "story" one asks what is the topic, what is the 
author's attitude, what is the main event, who are the protagonists and so 
on. As each question is given a tentative answer the corresponding 
subframes are attached and the questions they ask become active in turn. 

The "markers" we proposed for vision-frames become more complex in 
this view. If we adopt for the moment Newell's larger sense of "view", it 
is not enough simply to ask a question; one must indicate how it is to be 
answered. Thus a terminal should also contain (or point to) suggestions 
and recommendations about how to find an assignment. Our "default" 
assignments then become the simplest special cases of such recommendations, 
and one certainly could have a hierarchy in which such proposals depend on 
features of the situation, perhaps along the lines of Wilks' (Wilks 1973) 
"preference" structures. 

For syntactic frames, the drive toward ritualistic completion of 
assignments is strong, but we are more flexible at the conceptual level. 
As Schank (1973) says, 

"People do not usually state all the parts of a giuen thought that they 
are trying to communicate because the speaker tries to be brief and 
leaves out assumed or unessential information l...). The conceptual 
processor mokes use of the unfilled slots to search for a given type 
of information in a sentence or a larger unit of discourse that will 
fill the needed slot". 

Even in physical perception we have the sane situation. A box will not 
present all of its sides at once to an observer, and while this is 
certainly not because it wants to be brief, the effect is the same; the 
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processor is prepared to find out what the missing sides look like and (if 
the matter is urgent enough) to move around to find answers to such 
questions. 

Frame-Systems, in this view, become choice-points corresponding (on 
the conceptual level) to the mutually exclusive choice "Systems" exploited 
by Winograd (1970). The different frames of a system represent different 
ways of using the same information, located at the common terminals. As in 
the grammatical situation, one has to choose one of then at a time. On the 
conceptual level this choice becomes: what questions shall I ask about 
this situation. 

View-changing, as we shall argue, is a problem-solving technique important 
in representing, explaining, and predicting. In the rearrangements 
inherent in the frame-system representation (for example, of an action) we 
have a first approximation to Simmons' (1973) idea of "procedures which 
some cases will change the contextual definitional structure to reflect the 
action of a verb". 

Where do the "questions" come from? This is not in the scope of this 
paper, really, but we can be sure that the frame-makers (however they 
operate) must use some principles. The methods used to generate the 
questions ultimately shape each person's general intellectual style. People 
surely differ in details of preferences for asking "Why’1, "How can I find 
ou* more?", "What's in it for me?", "How will this help with the current 
highei goals?", and so forth. 

Similar issues about the style of answering must arise. In its 
simplest form the drive toward instantiating empty terminals would appear 
as a variety of hunger or discomfort, satisfied by any default or other 
assignment that does not conflict with a prohibition. In more complex 
cases we should perceive less animalistic strategies for acquiring deeper 
understandings. 

It is tempting, then, to imagine varieties of frame-systems that span 
from simple template-filling structures to implementations of the "views" 
of Newell -- with all their implications about coherent generators of 
issues with which to be concerned, ways to investigate then, and procedures 
for evaluating proposed solutions. But as I noted in 1.12, I feel 
uncomfortable about any superficially coherent synthesis in which one 
expects the same kind of theoretical framework to function well on many 
oifferent levels of scale or concept. We should expect very different 
question-processing mechanisms to operate our lov-level stereotypes and our 
most comprehensive strategic overviews. 
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3 LEARNING, MEMORY, AND PARADIGMS 

"To the child, mature gives various means of.rectifi/ing any mistakes he 
may comit respecting the salutary or hurtful quahtie: of the objects 
which surrouitf him. On every occasion his judgements ore corrected by 
experience; faut and pain are the necessary consequences arising from 
false judgement; gratification and pleasure are produced by judging 
aright. Under such masters, we cannot fail but to become well 
informed; and we soon learn to reason justly, when want and pain are 
the necessary consequences of a contrary conduct. 

In the study and practice of the sciences it is quite different; the 
false judgements we form neither affect our existence nor our welfare; 
and we are not forced by any physical necessity to correct them. 
Imagination, on the contrary, which is ever wandering beyond the 
bounds of truth, joined to self-love and that self-confidence we are 
so apt to indulge, prompt us to draw conclusions that are not 
immediately derived from facts_" 

— A. Lavoisier [Elements of Chemistry] 

How does one locate a frame to represent a new situation? Obviously, we 
cannot begin any complete theory outside the context of some proposed 
global scheme for the organization of knowledge in general. But if we 
imagine working within some bounded domain we can discuss some important 
issues: 

EXPECTATION; How to select an initial frame to meet some given 
conditions. 

ELABORATION; How to select and assign subframes to represent additional 
details. 

ALTERATION; How to find a frame to replace one that does not fit well 
enough. 

NOVELTY; Uhat to do if no acceptable frame can be found. Can we modify an 
old frame or must we build a new one? 

LEARNING; Uhat frames should be stored, or modified, üj a result of the 
experience? 

In popular culture, memory is seen as separate from the rest of thinking-, 
but finding the right memory -- it would be better to say-, finding a 
useful memory -- needs the same sorts of strategies used in other kinds of 
thinking! 

We say someone is "clever" who is unusually good at quickly locating 
highly appropriate frames. His information retrieval systems are better at 
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making good hypotheses, formulating the conditions the new frame should 
meet, and exploiting knowledge gained In the "unsuccessful" part of the 
search. Finding the right memory is no less a problem them solving any 
other kind of puzzle! Because of this, a good retrieval mechanism can be 
based only in part upon basic "innate" mechanisms. It must also depend 
largely on (learned) knowledge about the structure of one's own knowledge! 
Our proposal will combine several elements -- a Pattern Matching Process, 
a Clustering Theory, and a Similarity Network. 

In seeing a room, or understanding a story, one assembles a network of 
frames and subframes. Everything noticed or guessed, rightly or wrongly, 
is represented in this network. We have already suggested that an active 
frame cannot be maintained unless its terminal conditions are satisfied. 

We now add the postulate that all satisfied frames must be assigned to 
terminals of superior frames. This applies, as a special case, to any 
substantial fragments of "data" that have been observed and represented. 

Of course, there must be an exception! We must allow a certain number 
of items to be attached to something like a set of "short term memory" 
registers. But the intention is that very little can be remembered unless 
embedded in a suitable frame. This, at any rate, is the conceptual scheme; 
in particular domains we would of course admit other kinds of memory 
"hooks" and special sensory buffers. 

3.1 REQUESTS TO MEMORY 

We can now imagine the memory system as driven by two complementary 
needs. On one side are items demanding to be properly represented by being 
embedded into larger Jrames¡ on the other side are incompletely-filled 
frames demanding terminal assignments. The rest of the system will try to 
placate these lobbyists, but not so much in accord with "general 
principles” as in accord with special knowledge and conditions imposed by 
the currently active goals. 

When a frame encounters trouble -- when an important condition cannot 
be satisfied — something must be done. We envision the following major 
kinds of accomodation to trouble. 

NATCH MIG i Vhen nothing more specific is found, we can attempt to use some 
"basic" associative memory mechanism. This will succeed by itself only 
in relatively simple situations, Put should play a supporting role in 
the other tactics. 

EXCUSE: An apparent misfit can often be excused or explained. A "chair" 
that meets all other conditions but is much too small could be a "toy." 

ADVICE: The frame contains explicit knowledge about, what to do about the 
trouble. Below, we describe an extensive, learned, "Similarity Network" 
in which to embed such knowledge. 
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SUHHAfíY: If a frame cannot be completed or replaced, one must give it up. 
Cut first one must construct a well-formulated complaint or summary to 
help whatever process next becomes responsible for reassigning the 
subframes left in limbo. 

In ray view, all four of these are vitally inportant. I discuss them in the 
following sections. 

3.2 MATCHING 

When replacing a frame, we do not want to start all over again. How 
can we renomber what was already "seen?" We consider here only the case in 
which the systen has no spec'.fic knowledge about what to do and must resort 
to some "general* strategy. No completely general method can be very good, 
but if we could find a new frame that shares enough terminals with the old 
frame, then some of the common assignments can be retained, and we will 
probably do better than chance. 

The problem can be formulated as follows: let E be the cost of losing 
a certain already assigned terminal and let F be the cost of being unable 
to assign some other terminal. If E is worse than F, then any new frame 
should retain the old subframe. Thus, given any sort of priority ordering 
on the terminals, a typical request for a new frame should include: 

ID Find a frame with as many terminals in common with [a.b.z] as 
possible, where we list high priority terminals already assigned 
in the old frame. 

But the frame being replaced is usu taly already a subframe of some other 
frame and must satisfy the markers of its attachment terminal, lest the 
entire structure be lost. This suggests another form of mmory request, 
looking upward rather than downward: 

(2) Find or build a frame that has properties [a,b.z] 

If wo emphasize differences rather than absolute specifications, we can 
merge (2) and (1): 

(&) Find a frame that is like the old frame except for certain 
differences [a,b.z) between them. 

One can imagine a parallel-search nr hash-coded memory to handle (1) and 
(2) if the terminals or properties are simple atomic symbols. (There must 
be some such mechanism, in any case, to support a production-based program 
or some sort o? pattern matcher.) Unfortunately, there are so many ways to 
do this that it implies no specific design requirements. 

Although (1) and (2) are formally special cases of (3), they are 
different in practice because complicated cases of (3) require knowledge 



about differences. In fact (3) is too general to be useful as stated, and 
I will later propose to depend on specific, learned, knowledge about 
differences between pairs of frames rather than on broad, general 
principles. 

It should be emphasized again that we must not expect magic. For 
difficult, novel problems a new representation structure will have to be 
constructed, and this will require application of both general and special 
knowledge. The paper of Freeman and Newell (1971) discusses the problem of 
design of structures. That paper complements this one in an important 
dimension, for it discusses how to make a structure that satisfies a 
collection of functional requirements — conditions related to satisfying 
goals -- in addition to conditions on containment of specified 
substructures and symbols. 

3.3 EXCUSES 

We can think of a frame as describing an "ideal." If an ideal does 
not match reality because it is "basically" wrong, it must be replaced. 
But it is in the nature of ideals that they are really elegant 
simplifications¡ their attractiueness derives from their simplicity, but 
their real power depends upon additional knowledge about interactions 
between them! Accordingly we need not abandon an ideal because of a 
failure to instantiate it, provided one can explain the discrepancy in 
terms of such an interaction. Here are some examples in which such an 
"excuse" can save a failing match: 

OCCLUSION: A table, in a certain view, should have four legs, but a chair 
might occlude one of them. One can look for things like T-joints and 
shadows to support such an excuse. 

FUNCTIONAL VARIANT: A chair-leg is usually a stick, geometrically; but 
more important, it is functionally a support. Therefore, a strong 
center post, with an adequate base plate, should be an acceptable 
replacement for all the legs. Many objects are multiple purpose and 
need functional rather than physical descriptions. 

BROKEN: A visually missing component could be explained as in fact 
physically missing, or it could be broken. Reality has a variety of ways 
to frustrate ideals. 

PARASITIC CONTEXTS: An object that is just like a chair, except in size, 
could be (and probably is) a toy chair. The complaint "too smill" could 
often be so interpreted in contexts with other things too sm?.il, 
children playing, peculiarly large "grain," and so forth. 

In most of those examples, the kinds of knowledge to make the repair -- and 
thus salvage the current frame -- are "general" enough usually to be 
attached to the thematic context of a superior frame. In the remainder of 
thi¿ essay, I will concentrate on types of more sharply localized knowledge 
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that would naturally ba attached to a frame itself, for recommending its 
own replacement. 

3.4 ADVICE AND SIMLARITY NETWORKS 

T/>e justification of napoleon's statement — if. indeed, he ever made 
it — t/iot those who form a picture of everything ore unfit to 
command, is to be found in the first of these defects. A commander 
who approaches a battle with a picture before hin of how such and such 
a fight went on such and such an occasion, will find, two minutes 
after the forces haue joined, that something has gone awry. Then his 
picture is destroyed. He has nothing in reserve except another 
individual picture and this also will not serve hin for long. Or it 
may be that when his first pictured forecast is found to be 
inapplicable, he has so multifarious and pressing a collection of 
pictures that equally he is at a loss what practical adjustment to 
make. Too great individuality of past reference nay be very nearly as 
cmbarassing as no individuality of past reference at all. To serve 
adequately the demands of a constantly changing environment, we have 
not only to pick itens out of their general setting, but we must know 
what parts of them may flow and alter without disturbing their general 
significance and functions." 

— F. C. Bartlett [Remembering] 

In moving about a familiar house, we already know a dependable structure 
for "information retrieval" of room frames. When we move through Door D, 
in Room X, we expect to enter Room Y (assuming D is not the Exit). We could 
represent this as an action transformation of the simplest kind, consisting 
of pointers between pairs of room frames of a particular house system. 

When the house is not familiar, a "logical" strategy night be to move 
up a level of classification: when you leave one room, you may not know 
which room you are entering, but. you usually know that it is some room. 
Thus, one can partially evade lack of specific information by dealing with 
classes -- and one has to use some form of abstraction or generalization to 
escape the dilemma of Bartlett's commander. 

In some sense the use of classes is inescapable: wh»n specific 
information is unavailable, one turns to classes as a "first-order" theory 
underlying any more sophisticated model. Fortunately, it is not necessary 
to use classes explicitly; indeed, that leads to trouble' While "class," 
taken literally or mathematically, forces one into an inclusion-based 
hierarchy, "concepts" are interrelated in different ways v,hen in different 
contexts, and no single hierarchical ordering is generally satisfactory for 
all goals. This observation holds also for procedures an 1 for frames. We 
do not want to be committed to an inflexible, inclusion-oriented 
classification of knowledge. 

Winston's thesis (1970) proposes a way to construct a retrieval 
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system that can raprasant classes but has additional flexibility. His 
retrieval pointers can be made to represent goal requirements and action 
effects as well as class memberships. Because the idea is not well-known, 
I will explain it by elaborating an example sketched in his thesis: 

What does it mean to expect a chair7 Typically, four legs, some 
assortment of rungs, a level seat, an upper hack. One expects also 
certain relations between these "parts." The legs must be below the 
seat, the back above. The legs must be supported by the floor. The 
seat must be horizontal, the back vertical, and so forth. 

Now suppose that this description does not match; the vision system 
finds four legs, a level plane, but no back. The "difference" between 
what we expect and what we see is "too few backs." This suggests not 
a chair, but a table or a bench. 

Winston proposes pointers from each description in memory to other 
descriptions, with each pointer labelled by a difference marker. 
Complaints about mismatch are matched to the difference pointers leaving 
the frame and thus may propose a better candidate frame. Winston calls the 
resulting structure a Similarity Network. See figure 3.1. 

Winston proposes, incidentally, that a machine might spend idle time 
in an orderly comparison of various models in memory with one another. 
Whenever it finds few important differences between a pair, it inserts 
difference pointers for them. 

But difference information becomes available also in any attempt to 
match a situation with memory, as successive attempts yield models that are 
generally similar but have specific, describable differences. Thus, 
instead of wasting this information one can use it to make the Similarity 
Network structure grow in the course of normal use of memory. If this 
pointer-building procedure is sensible about recording differences 
"relevant" to achieving goals, the result will be so much the more useful, 
and we have a mechanism for learning from experience. 

Is a Similarity Network practical? 
to be a danger of unconstrained growth 
and K kinds of differences, then there 
pointers. One might fear the following 

At first sight, there might seem 
of memory. If there are N frames, 
could be as many as K*N*N interframe 
consequences: 
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(1) If N is large, say 10**7, then N*N is very large -- of the order 
of 10**14 -- which night be impractical, at least for human 
memory. 

(Z) There might be so many pointers for a given difference and a given 
frame that the system will not be selective enough to be useful. 

(3) K itself might be very large if the system is sensitive to many 
different kinds of issues. 

Actually, none of these problems sect, really serious in connection with 
human memory. According to contemporary opinions (admittedly, not very 
conclusive) about the rate of storage into human long-term memory there are 
probably not enough seconds in a lifetime to cause a saturation problem. 

In regard to (2), most pairs of frames that make up the N*M term 
should be so different that no plausible comparison mechanism should 
consider inserting any pointers at all between them. As Winston notes, 
only a "near miss" is likely to be of much value. Certainly, excessive 
reliance on undiscriminating differences will lead to confusion. 

So the real problem, paradoxically, is that there will be too few 
connections! One cannot expect to have enough tine to fill out the network 
to saturation. Given two frames that should be linked by a difference, we 
cannot count on that pointer being there; the problem may not have occurred 
before. However, in the next section we see how to partially escape this 
problem. 

3.5 CLUSTERS, CLASSES, AND A GEOGRAPHIC ANALOGY 

"Though a discussion of sorte of the attributes shared by a number of 
games or chairs or leaves often helps us to learn hou to employ the 
corresponding term, there is no set of characteristics that is 
simultaneously applicable to all members of the chis:, and to then 
alone. Instead, confronted toith a previously unobserved activity. ue 
apply the term 'game' beccvse whet ue are seeing bears a close 'family 
resemblance’ to a number of the activities we have previously learned 
to call by that name. For Vittgenstein, in short, 'james, chairs, and 
leaves are natural families, each constituted by a network, of 
overlapping and crisscross resemblances. The existence of such a 
network sufficiently accounts for our success in identifying the 
corresponding object or activity." 

-- T. Kuhn [The Structure of Scientific RevolutionsJ 

To make the Similarity Notwork act more "complete," consider the following 
analogy. In a city, any person should be able to visit any other; but we 
do not build a special road between each pair of houses; we place a group 
of houses on a "block.* We do not connect roads between each pair of 
blocks; but have them share streets. We do not connect each town to every 
other; but construct main routes, connecting the centers of larger groups. 



i " !! M? 1 îion,,#îch nenber has direct links to some °ther 
ÍÍh?1?,. ihí ^ 1#vel* maínly t0 nearby, highly similar ones; but 

I " "1”1 ha# *ÍÍ0 4t lMSt * f6W links t0 "distinguished” members of 
higher level groups. The result is that there is usually a rather short 
sequence between any two individuals, if one can but find it. 

sonethin9 in such a structure, one uses a hierarchy like the 
one implicit in a mail address. Everyone knows something about the largest 

a hK lin0WS Where the naj0r Clties ar(?- An inhnhitant of a city knows the nearby towns, ard people in the towns know the nearby 
villages. No person knows all the individual routes between pairs of 
houses; but, for a particular friend, one may know a special route to his 

nîrnrîü ? ^ ^ is b8tter ^ 9°in9 to thp city and back. 
-- torie? factor the problem, basing paths on standard routes between 

J" th# Personal shortcuts can bypass major nodes and 
îsualïC ÏÎÎ n#?Kf“ílÍa: locations- Although the standard routes are 
usually not quite the very best possible, our stratified transport and 
communication services connect everything together reasonably well, with 
comparatively few connections. 

At each level, the aggregates usually have distinguished foci or 
capitol$. These serve as elements for clustering at the next level of 
aggregation. There is no non-stop airplane service between New Haven and 
San Jose because it is more efficient overall to share the "trunk” route 
between New York and San Francisco, which are the capitols at that level of 
aggregation. 

^ t As our memory networks grow, we can expect similar aggregations of the 

?nn«ÍHatÍÍnSK°f °?r SiBilarity P°inters- Our decisions «bout what we 
consider to be primary or "trunk” uifference features and which are 
considered subsidiary will have large effects on our abilities. Such 

ah«.1»1??5 ®ventually accuoulate ^ become epistemological committments 
about the conceptual11 cities of our mental universe. 

The non-random convergences and divergences of the sinilat .'ty 

worlc^arouncT MCh dlffarence thus tend t0 structure our conceptual 

(1) the aggregation into d-clusters 
(2) the selection of d-capitols 

fTl“*11’ 111 rim t0 have avem çaiùtols in a cl„,tnr. 
so that there need be no one attribute common to then all. The "crixserns«; 
resemblances" of Wittgenstein are then consequences of the local 
connections in our similarity network, which are sureiy adequate to explain 
how we can feel as though we know what is a chair or a game - yet cannot 
always defin® 11 la a "logical" way as an elpnent in some class-hierarchy 
or by any other kind of compact, formal, declarative rule. The apparent 
coherer,ce of the conceptual aggregates need not reflect explicit 
definitions, but can emerge from tne success-directed sharpening of the 
difference-describing processes. 
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The selection of capitols corresponds to selecting stereotypes or 
typical elenents whose default assignments are unusually useful. There are 
many forms of chairs, for example, and one should choose carefully the 
chair-description frames that are to be the major capitols of chair-land. 
These are used for rapid matching and assigning priorities to the various 
differences. The lower priority features of the cluster center then serve 
either as default properties of the chair types or, if more realism is 
required, as dispatch pointers to the local chair villages and towns. 
Difference pointers could be "functional" as well as geometric. Thus, 
after rejecting a first try at "cnair" one might try the functional idea nf 
"something one can sit on" to explain an unconventional form. This requires 
a deeper analysis in terms of forces and strengths. Of course, that 
analysis would fail to capture toy chairs, or chairs of such ornamental 
delicacy that their actual use would be unthinkable. These would be better 
handled by the method of excuses, in which one would bypass the usual 
geometrical or functional explanations in favor of responding to contexts 
involving art or play. 

It is important to re-emphasize that there is no reason to restrict 
the memory structure to a single hierarchy; the notions of “level" of 
aggregation need not coincide for different kinds of differences. The d- 
capitols can exist, not only by explicit declarations, but also implicitly 
by their focal locations in the structure defined by convergent d-pointers. 
(In the Newell-Simon GPS framework, the "differences" are ordered into a 
fixed hierarchy. By making the priorities depend on the goal, the same 
memories could be made to serve more purposes; the resulting problem-solver 
would lose the elegance of a single, simply-ordered measure of "progress," 
but that is the price of moving from a first-order theory.) 

Finally, we should peint out that we do not need to invoke any 
mysterious additional mechanism for creating the clustering structure. 
Developmentally, one would assume, the earliest frames would tend to become 
the capitols of their later relatives, unless this is firmly prevented by 
experience, because each tine the use of cne stereotype is reasonably 
successful, its centrality is reinforced by another pointer from somewhere 
else. Otherwise, the acquisition of new centers ¿s in lar ne measure forced 
u_p_on us from the outside : by the words avai lable in one ' s language ; by 
the behavior of objects in one^s environnent: by what one is told by one ' s 
teachers, family, and general culture. Of course, at each step the 
structure of the previous structure dominates the acquisition of the later. 
But in any case such forms and Clusters should emerge fr'>m the interactions 
betv.een the world and almost any memory-using mechanism; it would require 
more explanation were they not found' 
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3.6 ANALOGIES AND ALTERNATIVE DESCRIPTIONS 

We have discussed the use of different frames of the same system to 
describe the sane situation in different ways: for chdivje of position in 
vision and for change of emphasis in language. In the wolf and lamb 
episode, for example, two frames are used in a before-after situation pair. 
Sometimes, in "problem-solving” we use two or more descriptions in a more 
complex way to construct an analogy or to apply two radically different 
kinds of analysis to the same situation. For hard problems, one "problem 
space" is usually not enough! 

Suppose your car battery runs down. You believe that there is an 
electricity shortage and blame the generator. 

The generator can be represented as a mechanical system: the rotor 
has a pulley wheel driven by a belt from the engine. Is the belt tight 
enough? Is it even there? The output, seen mechanically, is a cable to 
the battery or whatever. Is it intact? Are the bolts tight? Are the 
brushes pressing on the commutator? 

Seen electrically, the generator is described differently. The rotor 
is seen as a flux-linking coil, rather than as a rotating device. The 
brushes and commutator are seen as electrical switches. The output is 
current along a pair of conductors leading from the brushes through control 
circuits to the battery. 

We thus represent the situation in two quite different frame-systems. 
In one, the armature is a mechanical rotor with pulley, in the other it is 
a conductor in a changing magnetic field. The same -- or analogous -- 
elements share terminals of different frames, and the frame-transformations 
apply only to some of them. 

The differences between the two frames are substantial. The entire 
mechanical chassis of the car plays the simple role, in the electrical 
frame, of one of the battery connections. The diagnostician has to use 
both representations. A failure of current to flow often means that an 
intended conductor is not acting like one. For th\s case, the basic 
transformation between the frames depends on the fact that electrical 
continuity is in general equivalent to firm mechanical attachment. 
Therefore, any conduction disparity revealed by electrical measurements 
should make us look for a corresponding disparity in the mechanical frame. 
In fact, since "repair" in this universe is synonymous with "mechanical 
rcpai,-," the diagnosis must end in the mechanical frame. Eventually, we 
might locate a defective mechanical junction and discover a loose 
connection, corrosion, wear, or whatever. 

Why have two separate frames, rather than one integrated structure to 
represent the generator? I believe that in such a complex problem one can 
never cope with many details at once. At each moment one must work within 
a reasonably simple framework. I contend that any problem that a person 
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can solve at all Is worked out at each nonent in a snail context and that 
the key operations in problem solving are concerned with finding or 
constructing these working environments. 

Indeed, finding an electrical fault requires moving between at least 
throe frames: a visual one along with the electrical and mechanical 
francs. If electrical evidence suggests a loose mechanical connection, one 
needs a visual frame to guide one’s self to the nechan- - r.^lt. 

Are there general methods for constructing adequate frames? The 
answer is both yes and no' There are some often-useful strategies for 
adapting old frames to new purposes; but I should emphasize that humans 
certainly have no magical way to solve al 1 hard problems1 One must not fall 
into what Papert calls the Superhuman-Human Fallacy and require a theory of 
human behavior to explain even things that people cannot really do! 

One cannot expect to have a frame exactly right for any problem or 
expect always to be able to invent one. But we do have a good deal to work 
with, and it is important to remember the contribution of one's culture in 
assessing the complexity of problems people seen to solve. The experienced 
róchenle need not routinely invent; he already has engine representations 
in terms of ignition, lubrication, cooling, timing, fuel nixing, 
transmission, compression, and so 'erth. Cooling, for example, is already 
subdivided into fluid circulation, air flow, thermostasis, etc. Most 
"ordinary" problems are presumably solved by systematic use of the 
analogies provided by the transformations between pairs of these 
structures. The huge network of knowledge, acquii ?d from school, books, 
apprenticeship, or whatever is interlinked by difference and relevancy 
pointers. \o doubt the culture imparts a good deal of this structure by 
its conventional use of the same words in explanations of different views 
of a subject. 

What about interactions that cross many of these boundaries? A 
Gestalt philosopher might demand some kind of synthesis in which one sees 
the engine as a whole. But before we demand a general solution, we should 
remind ourselves that for faults that stem from three-or-nore interacting 
elements, a human auto mechanic will diagnose them, if at all, only after 
expensive, exhaustive replacement of many innocent components. Thus, the 
desire for complete synthesis is probably a chimera, and should not be a 
theoretical requirement. To be sura, there must indeed be some structure 
linking together the different conceptual engine frames. Fait this, too, 
nay be relatively simpie. Perhaps one must add a fourth engine-superfrane 
whose terminals point to the va-ious electrical, mechanical, and visual 
representation frames, and are themselves interconnected by pointers 
describing when and how the different subframes are to bo used. Presumably 
every complicated system that is "understood" contains some superfrane 
structures that direct the utilization of subframes. 

Incidentally, it is tempting in our culture to believe that a larger 
view is taken in our subconscious minds. As Poincare observes, one often 
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comes upon a sudden illumination after a period of conscious formulation, 
followed by a much longer period of non-conscious activity. I read his 
further discussion as proposing that the unconscious activity is a 
combinatorial heuristic search in which the chance of success depends 
mainly of the quality of the ingredients introduced by the preliminary 
conscious analysis; these elements are combined in different ways until a 
configuration is reached that passes some sort of test. 

I haue spoken of the feeling of absolute certitude accompanying the 
inspiration ...j often this feeling deceives us uit.hout being any the 
less vivid, and we only find it out iahen we seek to put on foot the 
demonstrations. I have especially noticed this fact in regard to 
ideas coming to me in the morning or evening in bed while in a self- 
hypnagogic state.” 

— H. Poincare [Foundations of Science] 

The product of inspiration is thus not a fully detailed solution but a 
“point of departure* or plan, brought to consciousness because it has 
passed some sort of threshold of "esthetic sensibility." 

On this last point Poincare does indeed seem to subscribe to a 
holistic conception for he characterizes "elegant" mathematical entities as 
those "whose elements are so harmoniously disposed that the mind can 
embrace their totality while realizing the details." It remains to be seen 
whether the filters that admit new descriptive combinations to the status 
of fully conscious attention require a complex, active analysis or can be 
explained by simpler matching and retrieval operations. (It is an unhappy 
fact that mathematicians have not contributed much to understanding the 
mechanisms of problem-solving -- with the exception of Poincare, Polya, and 
a few others. I wonder if this is not largely due to their attachment to 
the concept of "elegance" -- passed from one generation to the next as an 
intangible quality, worshipped but not explained or analyzed ) In any case. 
I see no reason to suppose that the unconscious is distinguished either 
along the dimension of massive parallel computation or by extraordinary 
holistic synthesis. A more plausible function wculd sof'n to be rapid, 
shallow exploration using material prepared by earlier analysis. The 
unconscious aspect might only reflect the lack of "annotation" and record¬ 
keeping that would make the process otherwise accessible to review and 
analysis. But the question about the complexity of the acceptance filter 
certainly still stands. 

3.7 SUMMARIES: USING FRAMES IN HEURISTIC SEARCH 

Over the past decade, it has become widely recognized how important 
are the details of the representation of a "problem space"; but it was not 
so well recognized that descriptions can be useful to a program, as well as 
to the person writing the program. Perhaps progress was actually retarded 
by ingenious schemes to avoid explicit manipulation of descriptions. 
Especially in "theorem-proving" and in "game-playing" th" dominant paradigm 
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of the past might be schematized so: 

The central goal oj a Theory oj Problem Solving is to 
find systematic ways to reduce the extent oj the Search 
through the Problem Space. 

Sometimes a simple problem is indeed solved by trying a sequence of 
"methods" until one is found to work. Some harder problems are solved by a 
sequence of local improvements, by "hill-climbing" within the problem 
space. But even when this solves a particular problem, it tells us little 
about the problem-space; hence yielding no improved future competence. 
The best-developed technology of Heuristic Search is th.it of gatne-playing 
using tree-pruning, plausible-move generation, and terminal-evaluation 
methods. But even those systems that use hierarchies of symbolic goals do 
not improve their understanding or refine their representations. I now 
propose a more mature and powerful paradigm: 

The primary purpose in problem solving should be better to 
understand the problem space, to find representations within 
which the problems are easier to solve. The purpose of search is 
to get information for this reformulation, not -- as is usually 
assumed — to find solutions-. once the space is adequately 
understood, solutions to problems will more easily be found. 

In particular, I reject the idea that the value of an intellectual 
experiment should be assessed along the dimension of success - partial 
success - failure, or in terms of "improving the situation" or "reducing a 
difference." An application of a "method," or a reconfiguration of a 
representation can be valuable if it leads to a way to improve the strategy 
of subsequent trials. Earlier formulations of the role of heuristic search 
strategies did not emphasize these possibilities, although they are 
implicit in discussions of "planning." 

How can the new paradigm be combined with the classical minimax 
strategy? In a typical episode, one is located at a certain node A in the 
search tree, and examines two or more possible moves, say, 8 and C. Each of 
these is somehow evaluated to yield values V(B) and V(C). Then these are 
somehow combined to yield a score 

S(A) * M(V(B), V(C)) 
where M is some function that takes two numbers and yields one. In effect, 
M has to summarize the results of all the search belov. A and compress them 
into a single numerical quantity to represent the value of being at node A. 

Now, what is the purpose of this? If one were able to search the 
entire game-tree, we could use S at each node to decide which move is best 
to make. Since we cannot search the whole tree, we need information about 
what next to explore; we want S to tell the move generator what kinds of 
moves to consider. But if 5 is a mere number, this is unsuitable for much 
reasoning or analysis. 
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If S(B) has a low value, we can assume that B is a bad position. But 
if we want the move generator not to make the "same kind of mistake" again, 
the message must contain some additional clue about why B is weak or 
better, what to do about it. So we really need a summary explanation of 
what was found in the search; and since we are in a tree we need further 
to summarize such summaries recursively. 

There is a problem here we might call "summary-divergence." If the 
summary of the situation at A contains (in general) any explicit mention of 
B and C, then any recursive description scheme is in danger of containing 
an explicit copy of the entire move-tree; then to answer a question one 
might have nearly as bad a time searching the summary as the game-tree 
itself. One way to prevent this is simply to limit the size of the 
summary. However, we can avoid such drastic knowledge-destruction; in a 
frame-description, the important features and relations at the top levels 
can serve as summaries while the lower-level subsidiary descriptions can be 
accessed only if necessary. How much of the whole analysis tree remains 
in long term memory, and how much is left as garbage after the move is made 
would depend on other aspects of how the game-player uses his general 
experience. 

How are the summaries to be made? Again, the frame idea suggests a 
flexible approach. Instead of demanding a rigid format, we could build up 
a collection of ad îjoç "summary" frames, each evoked when their terminals 
fit subordinate descriptions and its frame-markers match the current goals. 
Thus each does its job when appropriate. For example, one might have a 
variety of "fork" frames. If a Knight lands on a square that threatens 
both check and rook capture, a fork frame is activated by its condition 
that in each of only two plausible moves, the unmoved piece is lost. Once 
this frame is activated it can make a specific recommendation, perhaps that 
the generator for the forked player see if a previously available move can 
apply additional defense to the forking square. 



3.8 FRAMES AS PARADIGMS 

"Until that scholastic paradigm [the medieval 'impetus' theory] ms 
invented, there were no pendulums, but only swinging stones, for 
scientists to see. Pendulums were brought into the world by something 
very like a paradigm-induced gestalt switch. 

Do we, however, really need to describe what separates Galileo from 
Aristotle, or Lavoisier from Priestly, as a transformation of vision0 
Did these men really see different things when looking q_t the same 
sorts of objects? Is there any legitimate sense in which we can say 
they pursued their research in different worlds? 

[I am] acutely aware of the difficulties created by saying that when 
Aristotle and Galileo looked at swinging stones, the first saw 
constrained fall, the second a pendulum, nevertheless . I am convinced 
that we must learn to make sense of sentences that at least resemble 
these." 

— T. Kuhn [The Structure of Scientific Revolutions] 

According to Kuhn's model of scientific evolution "nornutl" science proceeds 
by using established descriptive schemes. Major changes result from new 
“paradigms," new ways of describing things that lead to new methods and 
techniques. Eventually there is a redefining of "normal." 

Now while Kuhn prefers to apply his own very effective redescription 
paradigm at the level major scientific revolutions, it seems to me that 
the same idea applies as well to the microcosm of everyday thinking. 
Indeed, in that last sentence quoted, we see that Kuhn is seriously 
considering the paradigms to play a substantive rather than metaphorical 
role in visual perception, just as we have proposed for frames. 

Whenever our customary viewpoints do not work well, whenever we fail 
to find effective frame systems in memory, we must construct new ones that 
bring out the right features. Presumably, the most usual way to do this is 
to build some sort of pair-system from two or more old ones and then edit 
or debug it to suit the circumstances. How might this be done? It is 
tempting to formulate it ir. tern" of constructing a frame-system with 
certain properties. This appears to simplify the problem by dividing it 
into two stages: first formulate the requirements, and then solve the 
construction problem. 

But that is certainly not :ne usual course of ordinary thinking1 
Neither are requirements formulated all at unce, nor is the new system 
constructed entirely by deliberate pre-planning. Instead we recognize 
unsatisfied requirements, one by one, as deficiencies or "bugs," in the 
course of a sequence of modifications made to an unsatisfactory 
representation. 
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that Îhïmî £ i ’ * !1S0 ”ínSky* 1972) is correct in believing abiílty to «Hiñóse and modify one's own procedures is a 
ímníríUîn ^ îpeclflc ^ portant "skills." Debnrininn. a fundamentally 
ÍÍScPrinrp/0íP0nent °f 1lntfllli9ence' has lts own special techniques and * 
!mnd nnt h EV8iy n0r!îal PerSOn iS pretty 9O0d at th,>r,; or otherwise he would not have learned to see and talk! Although this essay is already 
speculative I wouid Uke to point here to the theses of Goldstein ( 1974) 
?ü™“f!raan i1?73* about the explicit use of knowledge about debunnino in 
learning symbolic representations. They build new procedures~to satisfy 
multiple requirements by such elementary but powerful techniques as: 

1. Hake a crude first attempt by the first order method of simply 
goal1'"9 t0*ether l>rocedur** tAcrt separatelu achieve the individual 

2. If something goes wrong, try to characterize one of the defects as a 
iPtciJtc (ond undesirable) kind of interaction between two 
procedures. 

3. Apply a "debugging technigue" that, according to a record in memory, 
is good at repairing that ipecific kind of interaction. 

4. Summarize the experience, to add to the "debugging techniques 
library" in memory. 

These might seem simple-minded, but if the new problem is not too radically 
different from the old ones, then they have a good chance to work, 
especially if one picks out the right first-order approximations. If the 
new problem i¿ radically different, one should not expect any learning 
theory to work well. Without a structured cognitive map - without the 

of nioblen!5 WÍíSt?ü' °r * cultural supply of Good training sequences 
nLï^?} V‘ Sh°Uld not 8xpect radically new paradigms to appear magically whenever we need them. 

Thn a*e "kii!dS of lnteractions." and what are "debugging techniques’" 
The simplest, perhaps, are those in which the result of achieving a first 
noîî lnJ®rferes with sone condition prerequisite for achieving a‘second 
goal; The simplest repair is to reinsert that prerequisite as a new 

^165 in which th“ technique alone cannot succeed 
because a prerequisite for the second goal is incompatible with the first 
Sussman presents a more sophisticated diagnosis and repair method that 
rÍÍÍ?ÜÍZÜrJí1S a?d exch?ngef the order of the goals. Goldstein considers 
related problems in a multiple description context. 

^ed about important future lines of research on Artificial or 
datura! Intelligence. I would point to the interactions between these ideas 
anc the problems of using multiple representations to deal with the sane 

from.sev"al v^awPoints. To carry out such a study, we need 
better ideas about interactions among the transformed relationships. Here 
the frame-system idea by itself begins to show limitations. Fitting 
together new representaions from parts of old ones is clearly a complex 

thooÎîMfS!tf,iîîd T íhat C°Uld be solv,ed within th(; framework of our theory (if at all) only by an intricate bootstrapping. This, too, is surely 
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a special skill with its own techniques. I consider it a crucial component 
of a theory of Intelligence. 

We must not expect complete success in the above enterprise; there is 
a difficulty, as Newell (1973) notes in a larger context: 

"'f/sewAere’ is another view — possibly from philosophy — or other 
'clsewhtres' as well, since tha views of nan are multiple. Each view 
has its own questions. Separate views speak mostly past each other. 
Occasiomlly, oj course, they speak to the sane issue and then 
comparis.'n is possible, but not ojten and not on Jemand." 

4 CONTROL 

I have said little about the processes that manipulate frame-systems. 
This is not the .slace to discuss long-duration management of thought 
involving such problems as controlling a large variety of types of goals, 
sharing tine between chronic and acute concerns, or regulating allocation 
of energy, storage, and other resources. 

Over much smaller tine spans -- call them episodes -- I imagine that 
thinking and understanding, be it perceptual or problem-solving, is 
usually concerned with finding and instantiating a frame. This breaks 
large problems down into nany smell jobs to be done and raises all the 
usual issues about heuristic programming, the following for example: 

TOP-DOWN OR LATERAL: Should one make a pass over all the terminals 
first, or should one attempt a complete, detailed instantiation of 
some supposedly nest critical one7 In fact, neither policy is 
uniformly good. One should usually "look before leaping," but 
there must be pathways through which an interesting or unexpected 
event can invoke a subframe to be processed inmei!lately. 

CENTRAL CONTROL: Should 0 frame, once activated, "take over" and 
control its instantiation, or should a central process organize the 
operation. Again, no uniform strategy is entirely adequate. ,Vo 
"denon” or other local process can know enough about the overall 
situation to make goed decisions¡ but no top-level manager can know 
enough details either 

Perhaps both issues can be resolved by something involving the idea of 
"back-off" proposed to no by Wilii¿n Martin in contrast to "back-up" as a 
strategy for dealing with errors and failures. One cannot either release 
control to subsidiaries or Keep it at the top, so we need some sort of 
interpreter that has access both to the top level goals and to the 
operation of the separate "demons.1' In any case, one cannot ask for a 
uniform strategy; different kinds cf terminals require different kinds of 
processes. Instantiatlrig a wall terminal of a room-frame invites finding 
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and filling a lower level wall subframe, while instantiating a door 
terminal invites attaching another room frame houtbefrane. To embed in 
each frame expectations about such matters, each terminal could point to 
instructions for the interpreter about how to collect the information it 
needs and how to complain about difficulties or surprises. 

In any case, the frame-filling process ought to combine at least the 
components of decision-tree and demon-activation processes: in a decision 
tree, control depends on results of tests. A particular room frame, once 
accepted, might test for a major feature of a wall. Such tests would work 
through a tree of possible wall frames, the tree structure providing a 
convenient non-linear ordering for deciding which default assignments can 
remain and which need attention. 

In a demon model, several terminals of an evoked frame activate 
"demons" for noticing things. A round object high on a center wall (or 
elliptical on a side wall) suggests a clock, to be confirmed by finding an 
appropriate number, mark, or radial line. If not so confirmed, the viewer 
would have "seen" the clock but would be unable to describe it in detail. 
An eye-level trapezoid could indicate a picture or a window; here further 
analysis is usually mandatory. 

The goal of Seeing is not a fixed requirement to find what is out 
there in the world; it is subordinate to answering questions by combining 
exterior visual evidence with expectations generated by internal processes. 
Nevertheless, most questions require us in any case to know our orientation 
with respect to our immediate surroundings. Therefore a certain amount of 
"default" processing can proceed without any special question or goal. We 
clearly need a compromise in which a weak default ordering of terminals to 
be filled is easily superceded when any demon encounters a surprise. 

In the "productions" of Newell and Simon (1972), the control structure 
is implicit in the sequential arrangement (in some nenory) of the local 
behavior statements. In systems like the CONNIVER language (1972) there 
are explicit higher-level control structure, but a lot still depends on 
which production-like assertions are currently in active memory and this 
control is not explicit. Both systems feature a high degree of local 
procedural control. Anything "noticed" is matched to an "antecedent 
pattern which evokes another subframe, attaches it, and executes some of 
its processes. 

There remains a problem. Processes common to many systems ought to be 
centralized, both for economy and for sharing improvements that result from 
debugging. Too much autonomy makes it hard for the whole system to be 
properly responsive to central, high level goals. 

The next section proposes one way such conflicts night possibly be 
resolved. A frame is envisioned as a "packet" of data and processes and so 
are the high levai goals. When a frame is nroposed, Us packet is added to 
the current program "environment" so that its processes have direct access 



to what they need to know, without being choked by acress to the entire 
knowledge of the whole systen. It regains to be seen how to fill in the 
details of this schene and how well it will work. 

I should explain at this point that this manuscript took shape, over 
more than a year, in the form of a file in the experimental ARPA computer 
network -- the manuscript resided at various times in two different MIT 
computers and one at Stanford, freely accessible to students and 
colleagues. A graduate student, Scott Fahlman, read an early draft before 
it contained a control schene. Later, as part of a thesis proposal, 
Fahlman presented a control plan that seemed substantially better than my 
own, which he had not seen, and the next section is taken from his 
proposal. Several terms are used differently, bill this should cause no 
problem. 

Frame Verification (by Scott Fahlman) 

'7 envision a data base in which related sets of facts and denons are 
grouped into packets, ang number of which can be activated or made 
available for access at once. A packet can contain any number of other 
packets (recursively), in the sense that if the containing packet is 
activated, the contained packets are activated as well, and any data itens 
in then become available unless they are specifically modified or 
cancelled. Thus, by activating a few appropriate packets, the system can 
create a tailor-made execution environment containing only the relevant 
portion of its global knowledge and an appropriate set of demons. 
Sometimes, of course, it will bave to add specific r.en packets to the 
active set in order to deal with sorre special situation, but this 
inconvenience will be for less than the burden of constantly tripping over 
unwanted knowledge or triggering spurious demons. 

"The frame begins the verification process by checking any sample 
features that it already has on hand - features that arrived in the first 
wave or were obtained while testing previous hypotheses Then, if the 
hypothesis has not already been accepted or rejected, the frame begins 
asking questions to act more information about features of the sample. The 
nature of these questions will vary according to the problem domain-. A 
doctor program might order some lab tests, a vision pro-nan might direct 
its low-level component to look at some area more closely. Sometimes a 
question will recursively start cnother recognition process: 'This might be 
a cow -- see if that part is an udder.' 

’The order in which the questions are asked is determined by auxiliary 
information in the frame. This information indicates which features are 
the most critical ir the verification at hand, how thocr priorities night 
be affected by information already present, and how mu:h each question will 
cost to answer. /Is each new feature of tht sample is established, its 
description is added to c special packet of information about the sample, 
along with some indication of where the information co'-'e from and how 
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«ïl'tlil*S1 /kiÍ PaCket Can be taken alona ií the ¿'Jit™ noues to 
another hypothesis. Sometimes unsolicited injormation will be noticed alona 
the way¡ it, too, is tested and thrown into the pot. 

on,, nf0ltCO,¡rJ9\ th* sy,stem wiU Poetically neuer get a perfect match to 
any of its ideal exemplars. Auxiliary frame information will indicate for 
each expected type of uiolation whether it should be considered trivial 
serious, or fatal (in the ienie that it decisively rules out the current 
\r.ane. ' Continuously variable features such as size, body proportions, or 
blood pressure will haue a range of normal variation indicated, along with 
a napping from other ranges into seriousness ualues. Sometimes a feature 
will provide no real euiaence for or against a hypothesis, but can be 
explained by it: this, too, is noted in the frame. If there are striking 
or conspicuous features in the sample (antlers, perhaps) that are not 
mentioned in the current frame, the system will usually consider these to 
be serious violations: such features are evaluated according to information 
stored in a packet associated with the feature, since the hypothesis frame 
clearly cannot mention every feature not present in the exemplar. 

Occasionally a feature will have a strong confirming effect: If you 
see it. you can stop worrying about whether you are in the right place. 
Usually, though, we will not be so lucky as to haue a decisive test. The 
normal procedure, then, is to gather in sample features until either some 

¿¿faction level i» reached and the hypothesis is accepted, or until a 
clear violation or the weight of several miner violations sends the system 
off in search of something better. (My current image of the satisfaction 
level is as some sort of numerical score, with each matched feature adding 
a few points and each trivial mismatch removing a feu. Perhaps some more 
complex symbolic scheme will be needed for this, but right now I do not see 
wny.) The satisfaction level can vary considerably. according to the 
situation: The most cursory glance will convince me that my desk is still 
in ny office, while a unicorn or a thousand dollar bill will rate a very 
close inspection before being accepted. 

Sometimes the sample will appear to fit guite well into some 
category, but there will be one cr two serious violations. In such a case 
the system will consider possible excuses for the discrepancies: Perhaps 
the cow is purple because someone has painted it. Perhaps the patient 
donsn t have the expected high blood pressure because he is taking some 
drug to suppress it. If a discrepancy can be satisfactorily explained 
away, the system can accept the hypothesis after all. Of course, if the 
discrepancies suggest some other hypothesis, the system will try that first 
and resort to excuses only if the new hypothesis is no better. Sometimes 
two categories will be so close together that they can only be told apart 
by some special test or by paying particular attention to some otherwise 
insignificant detail. It is a simple enough matter for both of the frames 
to include a warning of the similarity and a set of instructions for making 
the discrimination. In medicine, such testing is called <1: fferential 
diagnosis . -• 
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"(Vote tAot this use of exemplars giues the systen in immense 
flexibility \.n dealing with noisy, confused, and unanticipated situations . 
A coa nay formally be a large quadruped, but our system mould haue little 
trouble dealing with a three-legged cow amputee, as long as it is a 
reasonably good cow in most other respects (A missing ley is easy to 
explain; an extra one is somewhat more difficult.) I] the system 15 shown 
something that fxts none of tti present categories. it can at least 
indicate what the sample is close to, along with some indication of the 
major deviations from that category. /1 visual systen organized along these 
lines might easily come up with 'like a person, only SO jcet tall and 
green’ or ’a woman from the waist up and a tuna Jish from the waist down.’ 
Under certain circumstances, such descriptions might seme as the nuclei of 
new recognition frames representing legitimate, though unnamed, conceptual 
categories . 

"An important feature of recognition frames (and of the recognition 
categories they represent) is that they can be organized into hierarchies. 
The system can thus hypothesize at many levels, from the very general to 
the very specific! An animal of some sort, 0 medium-sized quadruped, a 
dog, a collie, Lassie. Each level has its own recognition frame, but the 
frames of the more specific hypotheses include the information packets of 
the more general frames above them-, thus, if the system is working under 
the 'dog' frame, the information in the 'animal' fran* ts available as 
well. A specific frame may, of course, indicate exceptions to the more 
general information; The 'platypus' frene would include the information in 
'mammal', but it ¡muid haue to cancel the parts about live birth of young. 
Often a general frame will use one of the specific cases below it as its 
exemplar; 'marmol' might simply use 'dog' or ’cow' as its exemplar, rather 
than trying to come up with some schematic model of un ideal non-specific 
mammal. In such a case, the only difference between hypothesizing 'mumal' 
and 'cow' would be a somewhat greater reluctance to move to another mammal 
in the latter case; the system would test the same things in either case. 

"Note thet there can be many different hierarchical networks, and that 
these can overlap and tangle together in interesting ways. A komodo dragon 
is taxonomically a reptile, but its four-legged shape and its habits are 
closer to a dog's than to a snake's. How to represent these entanglements 
and what to do about them are probiens that will require some further 
thought. Some frames are parasitic. Their sole purpose is to attach 
themselves to other frames and alter the effects of those frames ( Perhaps 
’viral' would be a better term.) 'Staiue-of might attach to a frame like 
’cow' to wipe out its primal properties of >iotio.¡ and material 'beef), 
while leaving -'is shape properties intact, 'tlythicai' could be added to 
animal to make fiy.ng. disappearance, and the speaking of riddles in Latin 
more plausible, hut octuct p.i ,'sica l presence less so. Complications could 
be grafted onto a disease using this mechanism. There is nothing to 
prevent more than one parasite at a t’.ne from attaching to a frame, as long 
as the parasites are not hopelessly contradictory ; one could, for instance, 
have a statue of a mythical animal. 
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5 SPATIAL MAGERY 

5.1 Places and headings 

We normally imagine ourselves moving within a stationary spatial 
setting. The world does not recede when we advance; it does not spin when 
we turn! At my desk I am aware of a nearby river whose direction I think 
of as north although I know that this is off by many degrees, assimilated 
years ago from a truer north at another location on the sane river. This 
sense of direction permeates the setting; the sane "north" is constant 
through one's house and neighborhood, and every fixed object has a definite 
heading. 

Besides a heading, every object has a place. We are less positive 
about the relations between places from one room to another. This is 
partly because heading is computationally simpler but also because (in 
rectangular rooms) headings transfer directly whereas "place" requires 
metric calculations. 

In unfamiliar surroundings, some persons deal much less capriciously 
than others with headings. One person I know regularly and accurately 
relates himself to true compass direction. He is never lost in a new city. 
Only a small part of this is based on better quantitative integration of 
rotations. He uses a variety of cues -- maps, shadows, tine-of-day, major 
landmarks (even glimpsed from windows), and so forth. It seems at first 
uncanny, but it doesn't really require much information. The trick is to 
acquire effective habits of noticing and representing such things. 

Once acquired, headings are cuite persistent and aro difficult to 
revise when one tries to make "basic" changes. When I finally understood 
the bend in the river, it did not seen wort1-, the effort to rebuild my 
wrong, large-scale spatial model. Similarly. I spent years in Boston 
before noticing that its "Central Park" has five sides. A native of 
rectangular Manhattan, I never repaired the thoroughly non-Euclidean 
nonsense this mistake created; there is simply no angular sector space in 
it to represent Boston's North End. 

Such difficulties suggest that we use gross, global frames of 
reference as well as smaller, local structures. The difficulty of 
rearrangement suggests that the local frames are not complete, 
transformable, structures but depend on their attachement to "global 
francs to deduce Inter-object relationships. Below I discuss some 
implications of using global reference systems; in principle this suggests 
more powerful and general processes for rearranging parts of complicated 
mages, but in practice people seem quite limited at this, especially when 
operating under time constraints. 



5.2 A GLOBAL SPACE FRAME SYSTEM? 

I do not like the following nodel very much, but sonething of its sort 
scens needed. A Global Space Frame (GSF for short) is a fixed collection 
of typical locations" in an abstract three dimensionai space, and copies 
of it are used as frameworks for assembling components of complex scenes. 
One might imagine such a skeleton as a five-by-five horizontal array of 
places," each with three vertical levels. Th*; central cells represent 

zones near the center of interest, while the peripheral cells have to 
represent everything else. (In effect, one always imagines himself within 
this universal ghost-room in which one's current real environment is also 
embedded.) Actually, people probably use skeletons more complicated and 
less mathematically regular than this, emphasizing easily-accessible 
volumes near the hands and face to represent space in ways more directly 
related to manipulative access than to a uniform physical geometry. 

The GSF is associated with a system of view-frames : each view-frame 
describes the visual appearance of the GSF from a different observer 
viewpoint. The system is thus both Copernican ana Ptolemaic; the embedding 
of the current scene *n the GSF skeleton does not change when the observer 
noses, but each viewpoint gives the scene a distinctive appearance because 
the observer's location (or, rather, his belief about his location) 
activates an appropriate view-frame. 

The view-frame corresponding to any particular place is derived by 
projecting the GSF cells toward that place; this yields an array of view- 
lists — each of which is an ordered list of those cells of the GSF that 
would intersect some certain ray emitted from the observer's eye. Thus a 
view-frame is like an ordinary scene frame except that its elements are 
derived from the GSF skeleton rather than from specific visual features and 
relations of any particular scene. While view-lists correspond to retinal 
regions, we think of them as three-dimensional zones extending in some 
general direction out to distant space. 

Occlusions are explained or imagined in terns of view-list orderings; 
one expects not to see all of an object that comes later on a view-list 
than does another object. (Similarly, earlier objects are obstacles to 
manipulating later ones.) In memory matching, occluded view-list cells 
should relax the matching constraints on corresponding terminals. 

To absorb visual information from multiple viewpoints, we need some 
sort of "indirect-address'* scheme in which visual features are assigned to 
view-frames through the GSF skeleton; here is a first-order sketch of such 
a scheme: 

SEEING : A variety of types of visual "features" are detected by retinal 
or post-retinal "feature-demons." Each detected feature is 
automatically associated with the view-direction of the current view- 
list corresponding to its location in the visual field. 
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FRAME-ACTIVATION: At the sane moment, some object-frame or expectation is 
tentatively assigned to some of the G5F cells in the current view-list 
for that direction. This means that each terminal of that frame is 
associated with the view-direction of some active view-list. (In 
other words, scene frame terminals contain spatial-location 
information by pointing to GSF places. See below.) Different sc'ine 
frames of the same system are selected according to the current view- 
frame. The headings of objects must be appropriately transformed. 

INSTANTIATION: When looking in a certain direction we (a) expect to see 
certain visual features in certain cells, as suggested by the active 
scene frame and (b) we actually see certain features in certain visual 
regions. So it is natural to propose a first-order vision theory in 
which each marker of each terminal actually specifies the signature -- 
and also the proposed GSF location-cell -- of some class of visual 
feature-demon. The observer can also be represented within the system 
as an object, allowing one to imagine himself within a scene but 
viewed from another location. 

Given all this it is easy to obtain the information needed to assign 
terminals and instantiate frames. All the system has to do is match the 
"perceptual" [feature-demon, view-list] pairs to the "schematic" [marker, 
GSF-cell] pairs. If object-frame terminals could be attached directly to 
GSF locations and if these were automatically projected into view-lists, 
this would eliminate almost all need to recompute representations of things 
that have already been seen from other viewpoints. 

5.3 EMBEDDING COMPLICATIONS 

In our first formulation, the terminals of a vision frame were 
understood to be in some way associated with cells of the GSF skeleton. The 
idea is tempting: why not abandon the whole visual frame-system idea and 
build "3-D" object-frames that map directly into space locations? Then an 
object-frame could represent almost directly a symbolic three-dimensional 
structure and the GSF system could automatically generate different view- 
frames for the object. 

For a computer system, this might work very well. For a psychological 
model, it leaves too many serious problems: how can we deal with 
translations, rotations and scale-changes; how do we reurient 
substructures? A crude solution, for rotations, is to have for each 
object a few standard views -- embeddings of different sizes and 
orientations. Before rejecting this outright, note that it might be 
entirely adequate for some kinds of performance and for early stages of 
development of others. 

But in "adult" imagery, any object type can be embedded in so many 
different ways that some more general kind of transformation-based 
operation seems needed. The obvious mathematical solution, for purposes of 
relocation and scaling, is to provide some kind of intermediate structure; 
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each object-frame could be embedded in a relocatable, "portable" mini-GSF 
that can be rotated and attached to any global G5F cell, with an 
appropriate "view-note" specifying how the prototype figure was 
transformed. 

Providing such a structure entails more than me^elv complicating the 
embedding operation. It also requires building a "uniform structure" into 
tho GSF, straightening out the early, useful, but idiosyncratic 
exaggerations of the more familiar parts of near-body space. Attractive as 
such a model might be, I simply do not believe one is ever actually 
realized in people. People are not very good at imagining transformed 
scones; I quoted Hogarth's account of the very special training required, 
and I noted Piaget's observation that even moderate competence in such 
matters seems not to mature before the second decade. 

We thus have a continuum of spatial mechanism theories to consider. I 
will not pick any particular point in this spectrum to designate as "the 
theory." This is not entirely because of laziness; it is important to 
recognize that each individual probably has to develop through some 
sequence of more-and-nore sophisticated mechanisms. Before we can expect 
to build a theory consistent with developmental phenomena, we will have to 
understand better which mechanisms can suffice for different levels of 
image-manipulation performance. And we certainly need to see a much more 
complete psychological portrait of what people really do with spatial- 
visual imagery. 

Some readers may ask: since we have cone so close to building a three- 
dimensional analogue mecnanism, why not simply do that in some more elegant 
and systematic way? Although this is a popular proposal, no one has moved 
past the early, inadequate Gestalt models to suggest how a practical scheme 
of this sort might function. The neuronal construction of a non-synbolic 
three-dimensional representation system is imaginable, but the problems of 
constructing hypothetical solids and surfaces within it bring us right back 
to the same computationally non-trivial -- and basicallv symbolic -- 
issues. And the equivalent of the instantiated view-li;,i has to be 
constructed in anv case, so fa~ as I can see, so that toe function of an 
intermediate, analogue space-model remains somewhat questionable. 

5.4 EVOLUTION 

Our frame theory assumes a variety of sp°cial ncchenisms for vision 
and symbolic manipulation. I doubt that much of this ar'sr-s rrom "self- 
organizing" processes; nest of it probably depends on innately provided 
"hardware." 'What evolutionary steps could have produced this equipment? 
The arguments below suggest that the requirements of thrue-dinensional 
vision may have helped the evolution of frune-like rep-osentations in 
general. 

In the early steps of visual evolution, the most critical steps nust 
have concerned the refinement of spicific feature-detectors for use in 
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nutrition, reproduction, and defense. As both vision and nobility grew 
nore sophisticated, it became more important to better relate the things 
that are seen to their places in the outer world -- to locations that one 
can reach or leap at. Especially, one needs the transfornations that 
compensate for postural changes. These problems become acute in 
competitive, motion-rich situations. In predation or flight, there is an 
advantage in being able to coordinate information obtained during motion; 
even if vision is still based on the simplest feature-list recognition 
scheme, there is an advantage in correct aggregation of different features 
seen at different times. 

Many useful "recognition" schemes can be based on simple, linear, 
horizontal ordering of visual features. One can get even more by using 
similar data from two motion-related views, or by using changes (motion 
parallax) in a moving view. Since so much can be done with such lists, we 
should look (1) for recognition schemes based on matching linear memory 
frames to parts of such ordered sets and (2) for aggregation schemes that 
might serve as early stages in developing a coarse ground-plan 
representation. One would not expect anything like a ground plan at first; 
initially one would expect an egocentric polar representation, relating 
pairs of objects, or relating an object to some reference direction such as 
the sun. We would not expect relational descriptions, sophisticated 
figure-ground mechanisms, or three-dimensional schemata at early stages. 
( I know of no good evidence that animals other than men over develop 
realistic ground plans; although other animals' behavior can appear to use 
them, there may be simpler explanations.) 

The construction and use of a ground plan requires evolution of the 
very same motion transformations needed to assign multiple view data to 
appropriate cells. For a theory of how these in turn night develop we need 
to imagine possible developmental sequences, beginning in egocentric 
angular space, that at every stage offer advantages in visual-motor 
performance. Among such schemata, I would expect to find some structures 
that would also help to realize multiple memory frames with common 
terminals -- since this is a similar (and simpler) problem. Other visual 
memory needs demand ways to file assignment sets in long term memory; one 
wants representations of one's home, nesting area, predation regions, mate, 
enemies, and "bad places." It would be of value to develop a reliable 
global orientation within one's territory, if one is that kind of animal. 

While the needs of vision point toward frane-like symbol manipulation, 
they do not so clearly point toward processes in which one makes 
hypothetical internal substitutions, i.e., imagination. But those 
operations would be useful in any problem-solving activity that requires 
planning. 

Wo should consider individual as well as evolutionary development. In 
an acult" system one's current view-frame depends on where one thinks his 
feet are; and this requires accumulating rotations due to body posture, 
head rotation, and eye-direction. It would be no surprise to find "innate" 



hardware, perhaps in the frontal visual cortex, through \shich such postural 
parameters operate to re-address the signatures of visual feature-demons; 
the innateness hypothesis is supported by the good visual-motor 
coordination seen in the early infancy of many vertebrates. On the other 
hand, men could do with less pre-progranning, given enough other mechanism 
to make this evolution within the individual reasonably certain. 

Although the "adult" system is Copernican we would expect to find, in 
babies, more self-centered schemata. Perhaps the infant begins with a 
system centered around the face (rather than the feet), whose primary 
function is to relate vision to arm-motions; next one would expect a crude 
locomotor body image; only much later emerges the global system with a 
"permanent" sense of heading and within which the "observer" can freely 
novo. This evolution from head through body to space-centered imagery 
would certainly be very laborious, but the infant has plenty of tine. 
Perhaps one could study such a process, in microcosm, by seeing how people 
acquire the skill required for map-navigation. At first, one has to align 
the nap with the scene; later this seems less necessary. The trick seems to 
involve representing both the scene and the map, alike, with respect to an 
internally defined reference direction for (say) North. Of course, part of 
this new skill involves improving one's collection of perspective 
transforms for irregular shapes of landmarks as one's viewpoint moves 
through extremes of obliquity. 

In any case, the question is not to decide between "innate" and 
"developmental" models but to construct better scenarios of how 
intermediate systems would operate, the relative helplessness of the 
infant human does mean he lacks the innate spationotor machinery of the 
infant horse, but Ofeüiaps only that its availability is "purposefully" 
delayed until the imagery prerequisites are also available for building the 
more complex system. 

5.5 METRIC ANO QUANTITATIVE ISSUES 

Most people in our culture feel a conflict between (a) explaining 
thinking in terms of discrete symbolic descriptions and (b) the popular 
phenomenology in which the inner world seems continuously colored by 
magnitudes, intensities, strengths and weaknesses-- entities with the 
properties of con tint a. Introspection or intuition is not very helpful in 
this area. I am convinced thut the symbolic nodr Is are the more profound 
ones and that, perhaps oaradoxically to some readers, continuous structures 
arc restrictive and conrining. Ve already illustrated 'h's point in the 
discussion of evaluation functions in chess. To be Su^o. continuous 
variables (and "analogue machinery") could be helpful in many applications. 
There would be no basic problem in adding magnitudes, probabilities, 
utility theories, o’- comparable mathematical gadgets On the other side, 
naive analysts underrate the power of symbolic systems. Perhaps we tend to 
reject the idea of symbolic descriptions because of our sense of 
"continuous aw,trenoss" -- woulc we not notice any hypothetical processes in 
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which one symbolic description is abruptly dissolved and replaced by 
another? 

There would be no actual power in such a continuous awareness; for 
only a process that can reflect on what it has done -- that can examine a 
record of what has happened -- can have any consequences. Just as our 
ability to debug a computer program depends on the character and quality of 
traces and records, self-consciousness itself must depend on the quality 
and character of one's summaries of his own recent states. The 
"phenomenological" smoothness or roughness of a sequence of mental states 
would then reflect only the style of description used in the representation 
of that sequence. 

In a computer-based robtt, one certainly could use metric parameters 
to make exact perspective calculations. But in a theory of human vision, I 
think we should try to find out how well our image abilities can be 
simulated by "qualitative," symbolic methods. People are very poor at 
handling magnitudes or intensities on any absolute scale; they cannot 
reliably classify size, loudness, pitch, weight, into even so many as ten 
reliably distinct categories. In comparative judgements, too, many 
conclusions that might seem to require numerical information are already 
implied by simple order, or gross order of magnitude. Consider three 
objects ABC tentatively assigned, in that order, to a center wall of a 
room. If we move right and now find B to the left of A, we can reassign B 
to the foreground. There is even more information in crude judgements of 
apparent movement, which can be interpreted as (inverse) order of distance 
from the observer's line of motion. 

One thus hardly ever needs quantitative precision; differential 
measurements are fine for nearby objects while correspondingly gross 
judgements suffice for objects at grossly different ranges. For most 
practical purposes it is enough to notice just a few relations between an 
object and its neighbors. The number of noticed relations need not even 
grow faster than the number of objects: if two objects are near opposite 
walls, then this fact is directly represented in the top-level room frame, 
and one rarely needs to know more; if two objects are close together, 
there is usually a smaller frame including both, which gives more 
information about their relation. So we would (correctly) expect people to 
find it hard to recall spatial relations between objects in distinct frames 
because reconstruction through chaining of several frames needs information 
that is not usually stored -- and would be tedious and innaccurate in any 
case. 

There are some substantial objections to the GSF scheme. It is in the 
nature of perspective that each nearby cell will occlude a number of far 
away cells, and the cell-boundary occlusions are so irregular that one 
would nt be able to tell just which parts of a far away object will be 
occluded. (So the view-list idea does not work very well, but so far as 
human imagery is concerned, people have similar problems.) To improve the 
predictive quality of the system, the view-lists could bo elaborated to 
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view-structures for representing spatial relations more complex than simple 
"nearer-further." The metrical quality of the system could be dramatically 
improved, I think, by using "symbolic interpolation": consider together or 
sequentially two or more view-lists from nearby locations, and compromise 
between predictions that do not agree. One can thus bet er estimate the 
exact boundary of an occlusion by finding out which motions would make it 
certainly occur. 

This idea of interpolation -- or, in its simplest form, superposition 
-- may often offer a way to improve the accuracy of an otherwise adequate 
strategy. If one averages -- or otherwise summarizes -- the predictions of 
two or more standard views, one obtains predictions of intermediate views 
that are better than one might imagine. Thus the calculations for body- 
inage management (which one might suppose require complex vector and matrix 
transformations) might very well be handled by summing the expectations or 
predictions from the nearest "stereotype postures" -- provided that the 
latter are reasonably adequate by themselves. It is tempting to generalize 
this to abstract activities, e.g., processes that can make symbolic use of 
multiple representations. 

Another area in which quantitative methods seem important, at least on 
the surface, is in memory retrieval. One needs mechanisms for controlling 
the allowed range-of-variation of assignments. Does one demand "best 
match," does one require a threshold of fit, or what? Mo one policy will 
work well. Consider a request of the form 

"Pick up the big red block.” 

To decide what is "biggest," one has to compare different dimensions. 
Rather than assign a fixed procedure -- which might work in simple problems 
-- one should refer to the current problem-goal. If one is concerned with 
weight, then biggest « heaviest should work. If one is propping up a 
window, then biggest = largest dimension -- that is, longest -- is 
appropriate. The situation is more complex with unspecified selection, as 
in 

"Pick up 4 big red block." 

but the same principles apply: divide the world into classes appropriate to 
the micro-world we are in and then pick one from .hat class that best fits 
"bio." Mormally "big" means biggost. but not in a context that refers also 
to "enormous" blocks. Again, one must choose from one's collection of 
clustering methods by using the goal - microworld context. But here, 
again, th’ quantitative aspects should be on tap, not on top, or else the 
outstandingly important aspects of each domain will not be captured. 
McDermott (1973) discusses many issues abcut discrete representation of 
spatial structures in his thesis. 

This essay contains quite a few different arguments against 
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quantitative models. Perhaps I should explain the general principle upon 
which they are based, since I see that separately they are not very 
compelling. Thesis: the outpit of a quantitative mechanisn, be it 
numerical, statistical, analogie, or physical (non-synbolic), is too 
structureless and uninformative to permit further analysis. Mumber-like 
magnitudes can form the basis of decisions for immediate action, for 
muscular superpositions, for filtering and summing of stimulus features, 
and so forth. But each is a "deal end" so far as further understanding and 
planning is concerned, for each is an evaluation -- and not a summary. £ 
Nunbeç cannot reflect the considerations that formed it. Thus, although 
quantitative results are useful for immediate purposes, they impose a large 
cost on further and deeper development. 

This does not mean that people do not, or even that they should not, 
use such methods. But because of the block they present to further 
contemplation, we can predict that they will tend to be focused in what we 
might call terminal activities. In large measure, these may be just the 
activities most easily seen behavioristically and this night account in 
pare for the traditional attraction of such models to workers in the 
behavioristic tradition. The danger is that theories based upon them 
response probabilities, subjective probabilities, reinforcement schedule 
parameters -- are not likely to be able to account for sophisticated 
cognitive activities. As psychological theories they are very likely to be 
wrong. 

At times I may have overemphasized ways in which other kinds of first- 
order models can be satisfactory. This may be an over-reaction to some 
wholism-oriented critics who showed (but did not notice) that if you can 
always notice one more feature of a situation, then you can make yourself 
believe that you have already noticed an infinite number of them. On the 
other side I may have overreacted against colleagues who ignore 
introspective phenomenology too thoroughly, or try to explain behavior in 
Terns of unstructured elementary fragments. While any theory must "reduce" 
things to simpler elements, these need not be identifiable with 
behaviorally observable units of learning or doing. 

I expecially want to acknowledge the influence of S. A. Papert and of 
my former students Daniel Bobrow, Eugene Charniak, Bertram Raphael, William 
Martin, Joel Moses, and Patrick Winston, as well as the more specific 
contributions of Ira Goldstein. Gerald Sussman, Scott Fahlman, Anc'ee Rubin, 
Stephen Smoliar, Marvin Denicoff, Ben Kuipers, Michael Freiling and others 
who have commented on early versions of the manuscript. 
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6 Appendix: Criticism of the Logistic Approach 

"// one tries to describe processes oj genuine thinking in terms of 
formal traditional logic, the result is often unsatisfactory•, one has, 
then, a series of correct operations, but the sense of the process and 
what was vital, forceful, creative in it seems somehow to have 
evaporated in the formulations 

— H. Vertheimer [Productive Thinking] 

I here explain why I think more ■logical" approaches will not work. There 
have been serious attempts, from as far back as Aristotle, to represent 
comnon sense reasoning by a "logistic" system -- that is, one that makes a 
complete separation between 

(1) "propositions" that embody specific information, and 
(2) "syllogisms" or general laws of proper inference. 

Mo one has been able successfully to confront such a system with a 
realistically large set of propositions. I think such attempts will 
continue to fail, because of the character of logistic in general rather 
than from defects of particular formalisms. (Host recent attempts have 
used variants of "first order predicate logic," but I do not think that is 
the problem.) 

A typical attempt to simulate common-sense-thinking by logistic systems 
begins in a "microworld" of limited complication. At one end are high- 
level goals such as "I want to get from my house to the Airport." At the 
other end we start with many small items -- the axioms -- like "the car is 
in the garage," "one does not go outside undressed," "to get to a place one 
should (on the whole) move in its direction," etc. To make the system work 
one designs heuristic search procedures to "prove" the desired goal, or to 
produce a list of actions that will achieve it. 

I will not recount the history of attempts to make both ends meet -- but 
merely summarize my impression: in simple cases one can get such systems to 
"perform," but as we approaches reality the obstacles become overwhelming. 
The problem of finding suitable axioms -- the problem of "stating the 
facts" in terms of always-correct, logical, assumptions is very much harder 
than is generally believed. 

FORMALIZING THE REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE: Just constructing a knowledge base is 
a major intellectual research problem. Whether one's goal is logistic or 
not, we still know far too little about the contents and structure of 
conmon-sense knowledge. A "minimal" common-sense system must "know" 
something about cause-and-effect, time, purpose, locality, process, and 
types of knowledge. It also needs ways to acquire, represent, and use such 
knowledge. We need a serious epistemological research effort in this area. 
The essays of McCarthy[<>] and [<>] Sandewall are steps in that direction. 
I have no easy plan for this large enterprise; but the magnitude of the 
task will certainly depend strongly on the representations chosen, and I 
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think that Logistic is already making trouble. 

RELEVANCY: The problem of selecting relevance from excessive variety is a 
key issue. A modern epistemology will not resemble the old ones' 
Conputationa! concepts are necessary and novel. Perhaps the better part of 

not Propositional" in character, but inter-propositional. For 
Ck i/aCt v°ne n#eds neta"facts about how it is to be used, and when it 
should not be used. In MtCarthy’s "Airport" paradigm we see ways to deal 
with some interactions between "situations, actions, and causal laws" 
within a restricted microworld of things and actions. But while the system 

nî ThnÎîrtdedïCtli,nS in1plied by its axioms, it cannot be told when it should 
or should not make such deductions. - 

For example, one might want to tell the system to "not cross the road if a 
car is coming. But one cannot demand that the system "prove" no car is 

for *here wil1 not usually be any such proof. In PLAMNER, one can 
âf;empt t0 prove that a car IS coming, and if the (limited) 

deduction attempt ends with "failure," one can act. This cannot be done in 

But if nnp tin Srem- /L00í right’ look left" is a first approximation, 
nrnhîh i?^* th® systcm th® real truth about speeds, blind driveways, 
probabilities of racing cars whipping around the corner, proof becomes 
impractical. If it reads in a physics book that intense fields perturb 

ü3*5’ Sh0Uld U fear that a scientist has built an invisible car? 
ñff hf? t0 repr®s*"t usually"! Eventually it must understand the trade¬ 
off between mortality and accomplishment, for one can do nothing if 
paralysed by fear. 

NONOTONICITY: Even if we formulate relevancy restrictions, logistic 
systems have a problem in using them. In any logistic system, all the 
axioms are necessarily "permissive" - they all help to permú new 
inierences to be drawn. Each added axiom means more theorems, none can 
disappear. There simply is no direct way to add information to tell such 
the system about kinds of conclusions that should not bo drawn! To put it 
simply: if we adopt enough axioms to deduce what we need, we deduce far too 
many other things. But if we try to change this by adding axioms about 
relevancy, we still produce all the unwanted theorems, plus annoying 
statements about their irrelevancy. 

Because Logicians are not concerned with systems that will later be 
enlarged, they can design axioms that permit only the conclusions they 
want. In the development of Intelligence the situation is different. One 

as to learn which features of situations are important, and which kinds of 
(.eductions are not to be regarded seriously. The usual reaction to the 

lar s paradox is, after a while, to laugh. The conclusion is not to 
reject an axiom, but to reject the deduction itself This raises another 
issue : 

PROCEDURE-CONTROLLING KNOWLEDGE: The separation between axioms and 
deduction makes it impractical to include classificational knowledge about 
propositions. Nor can we include knowledge about management of deduction. 
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X # 

A paradigm problem is that of axiomatizing everyday concepts of 
approximation or nearness. One would like nearness to be transitive: 

(A near B) AND (B near C) s*> (a near C) 

but unrestricted application of this rule would make everything near 
everything else. One can try technical tricks like 

(A near*l B) AND (B near*l C) **> j[A near*2 C) 

and admit only (say) five grades of near«l, near»2. near«3, etc. One might 
invent analog quantities or parameters. But one cannot (in a Logistic 
system) decide to make a new kind of "axiom" to prevent applying 
transitivity after (say) three chained uses, conditionally, unless there is 
a good excuse." I do not mean to propose a particular solution to the 
transitivity of nearness. (To my knowledge, no one has made a creditable 
proposal about it.) Hy complaint is that because of acceptance of Logistic, 
no one has freely explored this kind of procedural restriction. 

COMBINATORIAL PROBLEMS: I see no reason to expect these systems to escape 
combinatorial explosions when given richer knowledge-bases. Although we 
see encouraging demonstrations in microworlds, from time to time, it is 
common in AI research to encounter high-grade performance on hard puzzles - 

given just enough information to solve the problem -- but this does not 
often lead to good performance in larger domains. 

CONSISTENCY and COMPLETENESS: A human thinker reviews plans and goal-lists 
as he works, revising his knowledge and policies about using it. One can 
program some of this into the theorem-proving program itself -- but one 
really wants also to represent it directly, in a natural way, in the 
declarative corpus — for use in further introspection. Why then do 
workers try to make Logistic systems do the job? A valid reason is that the 
systems have an attractive simple elegance; if they worked this would be 
fine. An invalid reason is more often offered: that such systems have a 
mathematical virtue because they are 

(1) Complete — "All true statements can be proven"; and 
(2) Consistent -- "No false statements can be proven." 

It seems not often realized that Completeness is no rare prize. It is a 
trivial consequence of any exhaustive search procedure, and any system can 
be completed" by adjoining to it any other complete system and interlacing 
the computational steps. Consistency is more refined; it requires one's 
axioms to imply no contradictions. But I do not believe that consistency 
is necessary or even desirable in a developing intelligent system. No one 
is ever completely consistent. What is important is how one handles paradox 
or conflict how one learns from mistakes, how one turns aside from 
suspected inconsistencies. 

Because of this kind of misconception, Godel's Incompleteness Theorem has 
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stipulated much foolishness about alleged differences between machines and 
men Wo one seems to have noted its more "logical* interpretation: that 
enforcing consistency produces limitations. Of course there will be 

wh0Ir!w?nnbetWsen h?manS (Wh° are demonstrably inconsistent) and machines 
nîrhîno! i?Iei\îaV\impOSed consistency- But it is not inherent in 

■achines that they be programmed only with consistent logical systems 
Those philosophical" discussions all make this quite unnecessarj 
assumption! (I regard the recent demonstration of the consistency of 
modern set theory, thus, as indicating that set-theory is probably 
inadequate for our purposes - not as reassuring evidence that set-theory 
is saie to use ! ) 

A famous mathematician, warned that his proof would lead to a paradox if he 
took one more logical step, replied "Ah. but I shall not take that seep " 

knnw?SHCOraPleteí? serious* A larfle Part of ordinary (or even mathematical) 
knowledge resembles that in dangerous professions: when are certain 
actions unwise. When are certain approximations safe to use’ When do 

aíe'DeíminaM!5^161? estlnates? ^ self-referent statements 
î bî if carried t0° far? Concepts like "nearness" are to 

!* n° °"e can 'Xhibu “‘^factory axions for 

1. "[oiñcjir reasoning is not flexible enough to serve as a basis for 

IfflrlîlL Î»re/Îr t0 th,ink, 0i U 05 0 collection "J heuristic methods, 
effective only uihen applied to starkly simplified schematic plans. The 
Consistency that Logic absolutely demands is not otheruise usually 
aval lab e - and probably not even desirable! - because consistent 
systems are likely to be too "weak.” 

2. I doubt the feasibility of representing ordinary knouledge effectively 
in the form of many small, independently "true" propositions. 

3. no strategy of complete separation of specific knowledge from general 
rules of inference is much too radical. Ve need more direct ways for 
linking fragments of knowledge to advice about how they are to be used. 

4. It was long believed that it was crucial to make all knowledge 
accessible to deduction in the form of declarative statements: but 
mis seems less urgent as we learn ways to manipulate structural and 
procedural descriptions. 

I do not mean to suggest that "thinking* can proceed very far without 
so. ething like reasoning." We certainly need (and use) something like 
syllogistic deduction; but I expect mechanisms for doing such things to 
rn aC ^n/ny CaSe fr0n processes for "matching" and "instantiation" 

U - , for ^ functions. Traditional formal logic is a technical tool 
lor discussing either everything that can be deduced fron some data or 

'-ä* ÜS S2 âütasá; u cannot discils at'all 
d!d,JC,í und'r ordinary cireurs unces. Like the abstract 

theory of Syntax, formal Logic without a powerful procedural semantics 
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cannot deal with meaningful situations. 

I cannot state strongly enough my conviction that the preoccupation with 
Consistency, so valuable for Mathematical Logic, has been incredibly 
destructive to those working on models of mind. At the popular level it 
has produced a weird conception of the potential capabilities of machines 
in general. At the “logical" level it has blocked efforts to represent 
ordinary knowledge, by presenting an unreachable image of a corpus of 
context-free “truths“ that can stand almost by themselves. And at the 
intellect-modelling level it has blocked the fundamental realization that 
thinking begins first with suggestive but defective plans and images, that 
are slowly (if ever) refined and replaced by better ones. 
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